
on 
We believe the unregulated power stocks are poised to outperform their regulated 
peers after three and a half years of consistent underperformance. The power 
cycle has bottomed in our opinion, and we see increasing signs of a long-term 
recovery. Consensus estimates for power stocks now appear too conservative. 
On the other hand, regulated utility valuations are high reflecting low interest rates 
and investor defensiveness, and we see limited upside from here. 

to to 
We also reiterate Buy ratings on EIX, GEN, NEE, and PEG. Based on our higher 
power price forecasts, we are raising estimates and price objectives on all of our 
power generation stocks. Rating and PO changes are on the right We highlight 
that EXC is a double upgrade- to Buy from Underperform. We view EXC, FE, 
PEG and GEN as most levered to higher power prices. EXC and CPN are best 
positioned to benefit from EPA's CSAPR rule. 

to to 
These regulated downgrades are primarily on valuation and strong relative 
performance. These follow several other regulated downgrades over the past few 
months including ED, TE and UIL, which are all rated Underperform. 

a 15 to 
The power story has had a timing problem in that the main bullish event - the 
shutdown of old coal under the EPA mercury rule (HAPS MACT)- is not effective 
until 2015/2016. However, the EPA's recently finalized Cross State Air Pollution 
Rule (CSAPR) had tougher than expected emission caps and trading limitations 
and is effective in 2012. We are already seeing the potential for rising power 
prices starting in 2012. CSAPR also highlighted that the EPA will not be easily 
swayed to water down its new rules, at least for coal fired plants. 

1 4 too 
For the first time in years, consensus earnings estimates for the power generation 
stocks now appear to be too low relative to current forward power prices. For 
2013/2014 our estimates had been 4%/2% above consensus and now we are 

8%/15% above consensus, respectively. Rising forward power prices and higher 
capacity prices from recent PJM auctions give increased visibility on earnings 
recovery from a 2012 trough. 

to 
Risks to the bullish power call are an economic double-dip and a further collapse 
in natural gas due to shale supply. That said, higher demand for nat gas for 
power plants has buffered gas prices and we expect this demand to accelerate. 
Legal/political challenges to EPA rules are another risk though we view these 
more as a timing issue, not outcome. Finally, the 2012 presidential election will 
be important as a Republican EPA could delay implementation of new rules. 
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Table 2: Diversified Utilities 

Name Ticker 
Ameren AEE 
Constellation CEG 
Dominion D 
Edison Inti. EIX 
Entergy ETR 
Exelon EXC 
FirstEnergy FE 
NextEra NEE 
PPLCorp. PPL 
PSEG PEG 

Averw,Je 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

Name Ticker 
Calpine CPN 
Gen01 GEN 
NRGEnergy NRG 

Averw,Je 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

OJrrent 
Price 
$29.35 
38.94 
49.78 
39.23 
68.31 
43.70 
44.36 
57.46 
28.01 
32.81 

OJrrent 
Price 
$16.19 
4.01 
24.75 

Note: GEN EBITI:l'\ irclt.des $13J\A of lease expense acl:l IB:k 

Current 
Name Ticker Price 
AlliantEnergy lNT $40.98 
American Electric AEP 37.71 
CMSEnergy CMS 19.93 
CenterPoint Energy CNP 20.26 
Consolidated Edison ED 53.58 
DTEEnergy DTE 51.23 
Duke Energy DUK 18.95 
Hawaiian Electric HE 24.71 
Northeast Utilities NJ 35.34 
NSTAR NST 45.94 
NV Energy N\tE 15.27 
PG&E PCG 42.76 
Pinnacle West FNN 44.39 
Portland General PCR 25.86 
Progre$5 Energy PGN 47.90 
SCANA SCG 40.54 
Southem Company so 40.58 
TECOEnergy TE 19.25 
UIL Holdings UIL 33.29 
Westar Energy VIR 26.66 
\Msconsin Energy IJ\EC 31.74 
Xcel Energy XEL 24.54 

Averw,Je 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 
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BofAIVL 
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Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

EPS PIE Div 
2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E Yield 

$6,469 $2.35 $2.40 $2.08 $2.39 12.5x 12.3x 14.1x 12.3x 5.2'/0 
7,788 3.13 2.49 3.00 3.36 12.4x 15.6x 13.0x 11.6x 2.B'/o 
29,554 3.10 3.36 3.62 3.83 16Jx 14.8x 13.8x 13.0x 4.G'/o 
12,828 2.79 2.87 2.85 3.58 14.1x 13.7x 13.8x 11.0x 3.3'/o 
13,378 6.50 6.07 6.19 6.99 10.5x 1t3x 11.0x 9.8x 4.9'.1(, 
28,908 4.16 3.08 3.16 3.54 10.5x 14.2x 13.8x 12.3x 4.8'/o 
13,574 3.38 3.44 3.60 4.57 13.1x 12.9x 12.3x 9.7x 5.G'/o 
23,270 4.47 4.75 4.94 5.31 12.9x 12.1x 11.6x 10.8x 3.8'/o 
10,543 2.58 2.60 2.69 2.93 10.9x 10.8x 10.4x 9.6x 5.G'/o 
16,601 2.64 2.68 3.09 3.31 12.4x 12.2x 10.6x 9.9x 4.2'/o 

12.5x 13.0x 12.4x 11.0x 4.3% 

BofAIVL EBITDA BofAML EVJEBITDA 
2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

$7,894 $1,704 $1,617 $1,941 $2,079 9.5x 9.9x 8.2x 7.3x 
3,100 657 746 1,192 1,296 9.7x 8.8x 5.1x 4.1x 
6,268 1,922 1,935 1,917 2,f12J 7.5x 7.2x 6.8x 6.0x 

8.9x 8.7x 6.7x 5.8x 

EPS PIE Div 
2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E Yield 

$4,546 $2.85 $2.90 $3.12 $3.23 14.4x 14.1x 13.1x 12.7x 4.1% 
18,168 3.11 3.15 3.25 3.45 12.1x 12.0x 11.6x 10.9x 4.9'/o 
5,029 1.44 1.52 1.62 1.71 13.8x 13.1x 12.3x 11.6x 4.2'/0 
8,619 1.10 1.27 1.34 1.39 18.5x 16.0x 15.2x 14.6x 3.9'/o 

15,676 3.56 3.68 3.76 3.86 15.1x 14.6x 14.3x 13.9x 4.B'/O 
8,676 3.62 3.79 3.99 4.19 14.2x 13.5x 12.8x 12.2x 4.6'/o 

25,229 1.35 1.41 1.45 1.55 14.0x 13.4x 13.1x 12.2x 5.3'.1(, 
2,355 1.50 1.75 1.91 2.10 16.5x 14.1x 12.9x 11.8x 5.G'/o 
6,247 2.33 2.44 2.66 2.90 15.2x 14.5x 13.3x 12.2x 3.1% 
4,759 2.70 2.80 2.90 17.0x 16.4x 15.8x NA 3.7% 
3,601 0.97 1.24 1.31 1.39 15.7x 12.3x 11.7x 10.9x 3.1% 

17,016 3.55 3.61 3.60 3.78 12.0x 11.8x 11.9x 11.3x 4.3'/o 
4,839 3.10 3.45 3.49 3.52 14.3x 12.9x 12.7x 12.6x 4.7% 
1,931 2.00 1.88 2.02 1.98 12.8x 13.6x 12.7x 12.9x 4.1% 

14,108 3.15 3.26 3.39 15.2x 14.7x 14.1x NA 5.2'.1(, 
5,206 3.07 3.16 3.35 3.58 13.2x 12.8x 12.1x 11.3x 4.8'/o 

34,457 2.53 2.69 2.86 3.03 16.0x 15.1x 14.2x 13.4x 4.7% 
4,138 1.35 1.54 1.55 1.48 14.3x 12.5x 12.4x 13.0x 4.B'/o 
1,682 1.99 2.12 2.23 2.31 16.7x 15.7x 14.9x 14.4x 5.2'/0 
3,031 1.74 2.03 2.16 2.21 15.3x 13.1x 12.3x 12.0x 4.8'/o 
7,419 2.07 2.25 2.33 2.42 15.3x 14Jx 13.6x 13.1x 3.3'/o 

12,348 1.70 1.80 1.92 2.01 14.4x 13.6x 12.8x 12.2x 4.2'/o 

14.8x 13.8x 13.2x 12.5x 4.4% 
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Chart 1: utilities versus Diversified 
uti I ities Perf01'1'11a11Ce 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

PPL 

NEE and PEG 

Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

r) 
We believe the unregulated power stocks are poised to outperform their 
regulated peers after three and a half years of consistent underperformance 
(see Chart 1 ). The power cycle has bottomed in our opinion and we see 
increasing signs of a long-term recovery. Consensus estimates for power 
stocks now appear too conservative. On the other hand, regulated utility 
valuations are high reflecting low interest rates and investor defensiveness and 
we see limited upside from here. 

Based on higher power price forecasts that we discuss below, we are raising 
estimates and price objectives for all power generators. We are also raising the 
following ratings to Buy- CPN, EXC, FE, NRG and PPL- and reiterating Buys 
on EIX, GEN, NEE and PEG. A summary of our changes is below: 

1111 Calpine- rating to Buy from Neutral; price objective to $20 from $17. 
Our new 2011-2014 EBITDA estimates are $1,704M, $1,617M, $1,941M and 
$2,079M. Our prior estimates were $1 ,704M, $1 ,700M, $1 ,978M and 
$1,935M. 

1111 Constellation - No rating; Our new 2011-2014 EPS estimates are $3.13, 
$2.49, $3.00, and $3.37. Our prior estimates were $3.13, $2.40, $2.77 and 
$2.72 per share. 

1111 Exelon- rating to Buy from Underperform; price objective to $48 from 
$38. Our new 2011-2014 EPS estimates are $4.16, $3.08, $3.16 and $3.54. 
Our prior estimates were $4.16, $2.99, $2.97 and $2.88. 

1111 FirstEnergy- rating to Buy from Neutral; price objective to $52 from 
$47. Our new 2011-2014 EPS estimates are $3.38, $3.44, $3.60 and $4.57. 
Our prior estimates were $3.38, $3.34, $3.32 and $3.90. 

1111 NRG- rating to Buy from Neutral; price objective to $31 from $25. Our 
new 2011-2014 EBITDA estimates are $1 ,922M, $1 ,935M, $1 ,917M and 
$2,027M. Our prior estimates were $1 ,922M, $1 ,997M, $1 ,913M, and 
$1,823M. 

1111 PPL- rating to Buy from Neutral; price objective to $31 from $28. Our 
new 2011-2014 EPS estimates are $2.58, $2.60, $2.69 and $2.93. Our prior 
estimates were $2.66, $2.58, $2.54 and $2.57. 

1111 Edison International - reiterating Buy; price objective of $43. Our new 
2011-2014 EPS estimates are $2.79, $2.87, $2.85 and $3.58. Our prior 
estimates were $2. 79, $2.93, $2.92 and $3.41. 

1111 GenOn- reiterating Buy; price objective of $5. Our new 2011-2014 
EBITDA estimates are $527M, $616M, $1 ,062M and $1, 166M. Our prior 
estimates were $527M, $599M, $983M, and $990M. 

1111 NextEra Energy - reiterating Buy; price objective to $61 from $60. Our 
new 2011-2014 estimates are $4.47, $4.75, $4.94 and $5.31. Our prior 
estimates were $4.47, 4.75, $4.94 and $5.24. 

1111 PSEG - reiterating Buy; price objective to $39 from $38. Our new 2011-
2014 estimates are $2.64, $2.68, $3.09 and $3.31. Our prior estimates were 
$2.64, $2.59, $2.90 and $2.94. 
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Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

On the regulateds, we are lowering our ratings on WEC to Neutral from Buy and 
POR to Underperform from Neutral based on valuation. This follows our recent 
downgrades to Underperform on ED, TE and UIL. While the regulateds still 
provide safe dividends for those seeking income, the valuations are well above 
normal versus the market reflecting the current low interest rates and investor 
defensiveness. This may continue, but we see little upside opportunity at current 
valuations (see Chart 2 below). 

Chart2: Forward PIE Relative to the S&P 500 

140"/o Current (7/21/11):110.6% 

Average:83.6% ~ 

'-------------- 1\ A l ""' 

120'/o 
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Source: BolA, M=nill Lynch Gbbal Research, Fa:!Set 

As shown in Tables and unregulated and regulated valuations are 
relatively even in 2012 (see below as well). However, as we move to 2014 and 
the unregulateds begin to see some recovery benefits, the valuation spread 
widens drastically. 

Tabie5: and Diversifieds 

PIE Ratio 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
Regulated Averag;; 14.8x 13.8x 13.2x 12.5x 
Diversified Averag;; 12.5x 13.0x 12.4x 11.0x 
Premitmi(Discount) 18% 7% 6% 13% 
Source: BolA, M=nill Lynch Gbbal Research 

r r II 
From r ... 
Looking back a year ago, we had a bearish view of the unregulated power stocks. 
Our main concern was that investors did not appreciate the earnings downside for 
the companies in 2012/2013 as favorable hedges rolled off to a very low power 
price environment. Moreover, we were concerned that the companies could face 
credit rating pressures and potentially even need to consider equity issuance or 
dividend cuts. Natural gas prices could not seem to find a floor, and the impact 
on power from EPA initiatives seemed too far off to matter. 

ne 
A number of factors made us less worried about the downside risk in 2011 for 
power. 
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Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

1111 Bonus depreciation law- the 100% bonus depreciation law for 2011 and 
50% for 2012 provided companies with substantial additional cash in the 
near-term that supported credit ratings. 

1111 M&A synergies - Savings from the completed GenOn merger (RRI and 
Mirant) and FirstEnergy merger provided an offset to near-term margin 
pressure. EXC and CEG are pursuing the same strategy. 

1111 Consensus expectations more in line with reality- Consensus estimates 
came down to levels that were consistent or even below our estimates and 
current power market realities. 

ca ous sm ... 
A number of events have occurred during 2011 that have provided better visibility 
on a long-term power turnaround. 

1111 PJM capacity auction for 2014/2015- The large increase in RTO west 
pricing ($126 /MW-day up from $28/ MW-day) showed the potential upside to 
capacity prices from proposed EPA HAPS MACT rule. Even though Eastern 
PJM (Pennsylvania, New Jersey Maryland) capacity prices fell versus the 
last auction, pricing is still above the 2012 lows. From a bottom line 
standpoint, all PJM generators now have a capacity uplift to their earnings 
starting in 2013 or 2014. This gives visibility on an earnings turnaround. 

1111 More visibility on natural gas demand growth- While natural gas prices 
remain depressed, there has become a lot more visibility on potential 
demand drivers to offset new shale supply. These include coal-to-gas 
switching for power markets, a rebound in gas intensive industrial facilities 
coming to the US, and even the potential for LNG export. Finally, more shale 
drilling has moved to oil from natural gas as oil prices have continued to rise. 
As a result of these factors, the potential for a further natural gas collapse 
from here seems less likely. 

1111 EPA mercury rule (HAPS MACT) proposed- In March, the EPA proposed 
its long awaited hazardous pollutant rule to reduce mercury and acid gases. 
While the rule was more flexible than feared, it still requires most if not all 
coal generators to review their fleet and either shut or retrofit all of their 
plants outside of a handful of the cleanest coal plants. The rule is scheduled 
to be finalized in November 2011 and implemented in 2015 with the potential 
for at least a year of extra time. The rule has caused companies to start 
announcing more definitive retirement plans for older coal plants and has had 
some positive impact on long-term power forwards. We continue to expect 
that this rule will cause potentially 30GW of coal plants to retire, or roughly 
3% of overall power supply. 

buHi 
These events made us more convinced on a long-term turnaround in power. 
However, 2014-2016 is a long time away so why buy stocks now? The two main 
reasons are CSAPR and a stale consensus view. 
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Total Coal 

Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

Cross r on 
In early July, the EPA issued a final rule related to reducing SOx and NOx 
emissions across states. Formerly known as CA TR and before that CAl R, the 
EPA renamed it the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR). In a surprise, the 
final rule had a number of different provisions from the initial rule proposed one 
year earlier. The main differences were: 1) stricter emission reductions levels 
and penalties; 2) more limits on emission trading particularly for states that are 
short credits such as Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Texas; 3) the inclusion of 
the state of Texas. Importantly, CSAPR is effective in 2012 and thus will begin 
impacting power markets in a much closer time frame than HAPS MACT. 

Our initial take on CSAPR is that it will create an uplift in power prices due to the 
return of emission allowances being priced into power, and the potential for coal 
plants to need to shut down temporarily or permanently in certain regions. Areas 
most affected include the Midwest/MidAtlantic (PJM) area where there is a lot of 
unscrubbed coal plants that use higher sulfur coal; and Texas (ERGOT), which is 
already starting to become tight on power due to strong demand growth and has 
a number of lignite plants that could be impacted. Nuclear-based EXC is the best 
positioned to benefit from CSAPR in PJM and gas-based CPN is best positioned 
in ERGOT. While coal utilities could see higher costs, most will see offsets 
through higher power prices on their nuclear and scrubbed coal plants. 

Since CSAPR was issued, around-the-clock power prices in PJM have risen by 
$2-$3/MWH in 2012-2014 (less in 2012 and more in 2014). We believe this 
change is likely sustained and potentially goes further, leading to an earlier than 
expected improvement in power prices. We have updated our power price 
forecasts to reflect the impact of CSAPR and resulting higher power market heat 
rates. 

Table 6 below, summarizes the surplus/( deficit) for SOx emissions for each 
company with coal generation exposure. We note this data does not highlight the 
net impact of coal emissions on power prices and does not consider how much of 
these costs will be passed through higher power prices. In addition, it is difficult to 
determine what the end market price will be when these credits trade, thus we 
have not shown a dollar impact for the companies. 

2010total 2012SOx 2014SOx 
Ticker S02 emissions 

.Ameren AEE 4,497 70,575 74,399 3,824 38,783 (31,792) 
Dominion D 1,158 15,191 16,491 1,300 8,597 (6,594) 
Edison International EIX 7,459 184,103 98,814 (85,289) 49,130 (134,973) 
FirstEnergy FE 12,113 163,702 170,758 7,056 75,403 (88,299) 
Genal GEN 5,813 92,061 60,879 (31,182) 32,736 (59,326) 
NRGEnergy NRG 5,546 84,832 51,172 (33,659) 48,787 (36,045) 
PPLCorp PPL 3,587 38,980 53,485 14,504 19,527 (19,453) 
PSEGCorp PEG 2,540 20,824 12,007 1,423 7,051 (6,512) 
Source: BofAMenill LyrchGbbal Research, Environrental Pro!Ectbn,Agercy 

(1)\1\e asrure GEN closes about 1 ,72fMIVof capacity. lrclt.dirg lffisepla'l!s, 1!-etotal E!Tdssims\MJUid be a (71 ,021) ton deficit n 3:112 a-U a (110,035) ton deficit in 3:114 

(2) FEG su~pkJsldeficit takes into aocoont FGDs installed at IVercer in 3:111 a1d late 3:112 
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Table 7: BofAIVL EPS Estimates versus Consensus 

Nane Ticker Price PO 
Ameren AEE $29.46 $30 
Constellation CEG 38.94 NIA 
Dominion 0 49.78 51 
Edison International EIX 39.23 43 
Entergy E1R 68.31 69 
Exelon EXC 43.70 48 
RrstEnergy FE 43.38 52 
NextEra Energy NEE 57.46 61 
PPLCorp PPL 28.01 31 
PSEGCorp PEG 32.81 39 
Source: BofAMenill LyrchGicbal Research, FilS! Call 

B-2-7 
-6-

B-2-7 
B-1-7 
B-3-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 

Table 8: BofAIVL EBITDA Estimates versus Consensus 

Nane Ticker Price 
Calpine a:>N $16.19 
GenOl GEN 4.02 
I'\JR3 Energy I'\JR3 24.75 
Source: BofAMenill LyrchGicbal Research, Bbarberg 

Note: GEN EBITI:l'\ estirrates exclt.de add IB:k of $13aiA of lease expense 

We see three main areas of risk to power 
recovery 

1. 
2. 

economic uvuu •. co-,.,,_. 

natural gas ~...u •. "'''"c: 
to EPA 

PO 
$20 C-1-9 

5 C1-9 
31 B-1-9 

Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

nsensus now 
Even before CSAPR and any estimate changes, our 2013/2014 earnings 
estimates for the unregulated generators were 4%/2% above consensus. With 
CSAPR and our new price deck, our estimates are now 8%/15% above 
consensus. We believe this change from generators being serial earnings 
estimate reduction stories to earnings estimate increase stories is very significant 
and not appreciated by the market 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

BofJWL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons 
$2.35 $2.33 $2.40 $2.21 $2.08 $1.90 $2.39 $2.00 
3.13 3.20 2.49 2.47 3.00 3.01 3.37 3.27 
3.10 3.14 3.38 3.25 3.62 3.45 3.83 3.56 
2.79 2.76 2.87 2.65 2.85 2.75 3.58 2.84 
6.50 6.59 6.07 6.11 6.19 5.95 6.99 6.57 
4.16 4.07 3.08 3.01 3.16 2.89 3.54 2.63 
3.38 3.30 3.44 3.32 3.60 3.25 4.57 3.85 
4.47 4.48 4.75 4.74 4.94 5.02 5.31 5.43 
2.58 2.60 2.60 2.47 2.69 2.41 2.93 2.52 
2.64 2.65 2.68 2.51 3.09 2.89 3.31 3.07 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons 
$1,704 $1,704 $1,617 $1,676 $1,941 $1,927 $2,079 $2,000 

527 571 616 535 1,062 759 1,166 983 
1,922 1,959 1,935 1,861 1,917 1,809 2,027 1,582 

s r 
We see three main areas of risk to power recovery story: 1 ) economic double-dip; 
2) natural gas collapse; 3) political or legal delays to EPA rules on coal- both 
CSAPR and HAPS MACT. Overall, we view these risks as mainly impacting 
timing of power recovery, not the ultimate outcome. 

1111 Economy -A double-dip would not only hurt power demand growth, but 
could also negatively impact natural gas prices. Moreover, a double-dip 
would likely raise even more political pressure to delay EPA rules on coal 
plants. If the economy is very weak, investors may move away from the 
higher beta generators, particularly the IPPs. 

1111 Natural Gas -While we are more bullish on long-term gas as discussed 
above, there is still an oversupply of shale gas in the near-term that could 
worsen as more Marcellus gas gets access to market 

1111 Legal and political risks to EPA rules; 2012 election is key -There is 
substantial opposition to the CSAPR and HAPS MACT rules from politicians 
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at coal based states, their local utilities, unions, and the Republican party. 
Since CSAPR is a final rule, the courts will be the main avenue to fight it at 
this point Historically, the courts have not issued a stay on any EPA rule 
during the appeals process. Assuming that happens again, CSAPR will be 
effective potentially for years before a final legal ruling. We expect the 
inclusion of Texas to be the main issue of contention. 

On HAPS MACT, the EPA is expected to issue a final rule by November 
2011 and the main issue of opposition is the need for more time to comply. 
Generally, coal utilities believe they need an additional two years beyond the 
current 2015/2016 to implement needed retrofits and to address shutdowns 
while maintaining reliability. Given EPA's action on CSAPR, we are doubtful 
that the agency will allow extra time. 

In the political arena, the Republican led House of Representatives has 
already been considering legislation that would delay the implementation of 
both CSAPR and HAPS MACT. However, there does not appear to be 
sufficient support for this in the Senate and President Obama is also 
opposed to it 

While this is a partisan issue, there is bipartisan support for EPA delays in a 
number of the coal-based states in the Midwest and Southeast Given that 
some of the coal based states such as Ohio and Pennsylvania could be 
swing states in the presidential election, there may be increased political 
pressure on the Obama administration to seek compromise. The 
administration has compromised on a number of other EPA issues, but has 
shown no willingness on HAPS MACT and CSAPR. Finally, the outcome of 
the 2012 election will be critical as a Republican win could lead to a very 
different EPA The rules will already be final but timelines for implementation 
could be extended. 

l rna ns: up mu come 
One of the few businesses that has benefited from the collapse in power prices is 
the competitive retail supply business. This business sees its best margins when 
the headroom between retail rates and wholesale prices widens. Moreover, due 
to the financial crisis, the number of competitors shrunk until recently. Given our 
more bullish view on wholesale power prices and increased retail competition, we 
warn investors that companies with large retail businesses could see margin 
pressure that offsets part of their generation upside. Companies where we would 
be watchful of retail margin pressure include FE, NRG and EXC/CEG. We note 
that PEG has been hurt by lack of a retail business recently since they have not 
played in it and thus could benefit if investors take a more cautious view on retaiL 
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I 
We have updated our natural gas and heat rate assumptions in our commodity 
price deck along with rolling our valuations to 2013, which has driven our 
earnings and price objective revisions. Below we highlight some of the changes: 

1111 Adjusted natural gas prices: Our new natural gas assumptions for 2012-
2014 are now $5/MMBtu, $5.25/MMBtu and $5.50/MMBtu. Our prior 
assumptions were $5.50/MMBtu for 2012-2014. 

1111 Raised coal prices in 2012-2014: Our new CAPP coal price in 2012-2014 is 
$80/ton versus our previous estimate of $75/ton. Our new PRB coal prices 
for 2012-2014 are $13.50/ton, $13.75/ton and $13.75/ton. Our previous 
estimate was $12.25/ton for 2012-2014. 

1111 Adjusted heat rates for 2012-2014: On average, our power prices were 
about 6% above market in 2012, 2% above market in 2013 and 5% below 
market in 2014. We are now about 3% above market across 2012-2014. 

For more detail, please see Tables 
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sector 

EXC and FE are the most sensitive of the 
and GEN and NRG 

are the most sensitive among the IPPs to 
a rise in power 

Table9: in Natural Gas 
Ticker 2014 EPS $1 Change 
EXC $3.54 $1.06 
CEG $3.36 $0.79 
AEE $2.39 $0.55 
FE $4.57 $0.94 
PEG $3.31 $0.63 
EIX $3.58 $0.64 
PPL $2.93 $0.46 
ETR $6.99 $0.93 
D $3.83 $0.25 
NEE $5.31 $0.15 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

markets in the next 3-4 years, or sooner 
with CSAPR we would this 
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We think all unregulated generators will benefit from higher power prices, even 
those that may need to shut down some older coal plants for new EPA rules. 
To that end, we do not see one clear superior theme to play within the 
unregulated generation sector. Some stock themes that we believe investors 
should consider are highlighted below. also show a description of 
each company's generation asset base as well as some of the positive and 
negative attributes we see for each stock. 

With our more bullish view on power prices, we think one factor to consider is 
sensitivity to rising power prices. Most of these companies have been hit worst 
on the downside and thus might get the most benefit on the upside. Earnings 
sensitivity is largely driven by the size of the generation fleet relative to the overall 
company as well as the type of generation. As shown in Table 9, EXC and FE 
are the most sensitive of the integrated companies and GEN and NRG are 
among the most sensitive in the IPPs. As we discuss below, EXC, FE and NRG 
all have large retail businesses that mitigate this sensitivity some and could seem 
margin pressure in a higher wholesale price market To that end, we would also 
highlight PEG as being sensitive to power prices but with no retail businesses. 

Table10: in Natural Gas EBITDA 

%Chan~ Ticker 2014 EBITDA $1 Change %Chan~ 
30% NRG $2,027 $479 24% 
23% GEN $1,296 $275 21% 
23% CPN $2,079 $329 16% 
20% Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGbbal Research 

19% 
18% 
16% 
13% 
7% 
3% 

km ve 

The ERCOT market in Texas has the best long term supply/demand dynamics as 
strong demand growth will likely lead to tight markets in the next 3-4 years, or 
sooner with CSAPR rule. One negative in ERCOT is the lack of a capacity market 
so generators are not receiving any capacity payments in the interim as they do in 
PJM, NEPOOL, etc. However, that means that pricing could spike higher in the 
future as the market gets close to needing new generation. Texas generation plays 
mainly include CPN and NRG and to a lesser extent EXC/CEG and NEE. 

In PJM, demand growth is modest so the main driver of higher prices is supply 
reduction from coal shutdowns. This could be particularly impactful in the low 
priced markets of NIHub (Illinois) and AD Hub (Ohio) where a lot of older coal 
plants exist Moreover, PJM has the most robust capacity market of any region 
with payments set through mid-2015. After bottoming in 2012 or 2013 (depends 
on region), these capacity payments are rebounding for all the companies in 2013 
or 2014. The one offset to this capacity benefit is political risk related to 
opposition to the PJM capacity market which has particularly been an overhang 
on eastern generators such as PEG and GEN. 
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CSAPR will create upward pressure on power prices either through emission 

allowance costs being incorporated in power prices or though temporary coal 

plant shutdowns. We expect off peak nuclear generators to be the main 
beneficiary led by EXC. In Texas, we believe CPN's all gas fleet should be the 

main beneficiary of the surprise inclusion of CSAPR and the fact that Texas is 

short credits. 

A number of companies that have coal units that require emission allowances could 

still be large beneficiaries of this rule given the benefit of higher power prices to their 

nuclear and scrubbed coal plants. These include FE, PEG and PPL 

We continue to see FE, PEG and GEN trading at compelling valuations relative to 
other generators despite their leverage to improving power market fundamentals. 

We believe the valuation discount for PEG and FE is unwarranted. Similarly we 

think the valuation discount for GEN is too great and offers investors asymmetric 

risk/reward as power markets improve. 

to 
We expect a further move toward CCGT usage away from coal due to rising coal 
costs and environmental costs. This should benefit the larger gas generators 

such as CPN (though they have most of their exposure in gas driven markets) 

and PEG which is the largest gas generator in PJM. 

E 
EIX and AEE are essentially receiving zero or negative value in their stocks for 

their troubled coal-based plant fleets. While this may be deserved, a rebound in 

power prices could bring those fleets into the money. GEN also has a large fleet 

with a low level of debt that we view as valued as a cheap option on any power 

recovery. We believe that all three of these companies could benefit from better 

clarity on their environmental compliance plans. 

concern 
re

While retail has been a key growth and margin driver for these companies, we 

think margins in the business have peaked and will likely come down due to 

higher wholesale prices and increased competition. We believe these companies 

are all still big net beneficiaries of higher power prices, but investors need to be 

aware that retail earnings will likely come down. 

E 
Coal generators using eastern coal have been particularly exposed to the jump in 

international coal demand and prices relative to low power prices. Moreover, coal 

transport costs continue to grind higher. This remains a significant pressure on 

these companies' results in the near-term, but at some point could moderate with 

either higher power prices or weakening coal demand due to shutdowns. 

11 
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s 
Diversifieds 

Ameren 
AEE;$29.46 
B-2-7 
Neutral 
P0:$30 

Doolin ion 
D; $49.78 
B-2-7 
Neutral 
P0:$51 

Edison International 
EIX;$39.23 
B-1-7 
Buy 

Entergy 
ETR;$68.31 
B-3-7 
Unclerperfonn 

Exelon 
EXC;$43.70 
B-1-7 
Buy 
P0:$48 

FirstEnergy 
FE; $44.36 
B-1-7 
Buy 
P0: $52 

NextEra Energy 
NEE;$57.46 
B-1-7 
Buy 
P0:$61 

111 90"/o regulated 
111 4,50Cl\NI/ of merchant coal generation, 1 ,50Cl\NI/ of gas 

generation 
111 primarily located in IL (MISO) 

. 
1 

Positives 
111 stock trading slightly belavv value of utility/parent 
111 Generation is a cheap option value 
111 rvlerchant segment margins highly levered to recovery in 

pavver prices with full-<>ervice requirements capability 
111 High dividend yield 
111 Generation portfolio is a mix of baseload, intermediate, 

peaking 
11 rvlainly PRB coal; Transport costs already at market 

111 75% regulated 111 Very attractive electric and gas utility gravvth 
111 3,002MVV of coal generation, but shutting davvn Pf8..JtvV by 111 Generation eamings bottom in 2011/2012 and tum up 

mid 2014; 2,572MIV of nuclear generation; 2,34\M/V of gas 111 Millstone nuclear plant highly valuable 
generation 111 Proactively addressed environmental exposure and 

11 Primaril located in NEPCDL unde formi assets 

111 100% regulated, CA utility eamings drive value 111 stock trading well below value of the utility 
111 1 ,884 MIV of coal generation in Pennsylvania, 5,2fnv!VV of 111 Edison Mission is a free option; lot of restructuring noise 

coal generation in Illinois, 1 ,40CivW of wind, PI34MIV of gas 111 Vllind pavver business is highly valuable with growth 
generation in Califomia potential 

111 74% regulated 
111 4,00f!MVV of nuclear generation 
111 Primarily located in NEFOOL, NY 

111 40'/o regulated (standalone) 
111 Largest nuclear generator in US -17,000 MIVs 
111 11 ,000 MIVs nuclear capacity in Nl HUB, 6,000 MIVs in 

PJM 
111 Pending merger with CEG , largest retail US electric 

provider 

address Midwest coal retrofits 

111 utility business is worth most of current stock value 
111 All nuclear fleet with no coal-related environmental 

111 Largest nuclear fleet located in a coal exposed pavver 
market 

111 rvlerger is accretive with long-term synergies opportunity 
111 rvlatching of largest generation fleet and largest retail 

position 
111 Rising PJM capacity payments 
1111 Eamings highly sensitive to rising pavver prices 
• High dividend ield 

Concerns 
111 Environmental exposure could be meaningful; little visibility 
111 Generation in MISO with no capacity market 
111 Significant oversupply in Illinois market 
111 Not clear how fund environmental needs 

111 Kewaunee eamings going away 
111 Political risk in Connecticut 
111 Capacity payments in NEFOOL declining 
1m Dark spread exposure in NEFOOL 

111 Homer Oty plants have large SOx exposure 
111 High debt levels 
111 Sale leasebacks campi icate restructuring options 
1111 Large coal transport cost increase at Midwest Gen coming 

in2012 

111 Relicensing and shutdown risk at Vermont Yankee and 
Indian Point 

111 IP represents more than half of non-regulated eamings 
1111 Capacity payments in NEFOOL and NY not meaningful 
11 Pure nuclear belavv market 

111 Retail margin pressure at CEG retail segment (New 
Energy) 

111 Risks to closing CEG merger, particularly rvlaryland 
approval 

111 Illinois market still well oversupplied 

111 65% regulated 111 Generation fleet 90"/o nuclear and scrubbed coal 111 Execution risk on aggressive merger synergies 
111 15,000 M!Vofcoal, 4,000 M!Vofnuclear, 2,300 M!Vofgas 111 Most exposed to PJMRTOVVestcapacity- big upside in 111 Retail margin pressure likely 

generation 2014/2015 111 Environmental exposure ($28) 
111 located in PJM-West 111 Retail strategy off generation position has been successful 111 Darkspread exposure 

11 High sensitivity to rising pavver prices 

111 55% regulated 
111 8,300 MIV of wind, 6,600 MIV of natural gas, 2,600 MIV of 

nuclear generation 
111 located in NEFOOL, MISO, ERCOT, and the West 

11 dividend 

111 Large, growing utility business 
111 Leader in renewables -wind/solar 
111 Renewable backlog is improving 
111 Generation business is highly contracted 
111 />rove average dividend gravvth 
111 No coal exposure 

111 Roll off of renewable tax credits over time 
111 Trading eamings 
111 Limited sensitivity to pavver prices for those playing pavver 

rebound 
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PPLCorp 
PPL;$28.01 
B-1-7 
Buy 

PSEG 
PEG;$32.81 
B-1-7 
Buy 
P0:$39 

IPPs 
Calpine 
CPN;$16.19 
C-1-9 
Buy 
P0:$20 

GenOn 
GEN;$4.01 
C-1-9 
Buy 
P0:$5 

NRGEnergy 
NRG;$24.75 
C-1-9 
Buy 
P0:$31 

111 75% regulated 
111 3,500 M/115 of scrubbed PJM ooal capacity, 2,250 M/115 

PJM mclear capacity 
llll Also own 680 M/115 of Montana ooal capacity largely 

scrubbed and 604 M/115 of Montana 

111 35% regulated 
111 6,1001\NVofnatural gas, 3,6001\NVofnuclear, 2,4001\NV 

of ooal generation 
111 located in eastem PJM, NYISO, and NEPCXJL 

Positives 
111 Large and growing utility eamings base 
111 UK merger synergies and accretion 
111 Generation is mainly nuclear, hydro and scrubbed ooal 
111 PJM capacity payments rise in 2013 

dividend 

111 Very strong balance sheet 
111 High quality generation fleet - large nuclear and gas 

position 
111 Atxess to NYC power market 
111 PJM capacity payments jump in 2013 
111 strong utility ratebase growth 
Ill 

111 1 00"/o merchant 111 Generation is all nat gas and geothermal 
111 Largest owner and operator of CCGT assets 111 Positioned to benefit firom tightening Texas power market 
111 28,000 1\NV of capacity; 725 M/115 geothermal capacity rest 111 Management very successful in both asset purchases and 

is natural gas primarily CCGT sales 
llll 7,200 M/115 ERCDT, 6,600 MNVVest (largely Califomia), llll Beneficiary of ooal to gas SNitching 

M/115 and M/115 Southeast 

111 1 00"/o merchant 
111 24,000 M/115 of Merchant generation, Wnich includes nearly 

7,500 M/115 of ooal capacity in PJM, 14,000 total PJM 
Capacity 

1111 5,100 M/115 of ooal capacity has advanced SOx controls 
• 5,400 M/115 in CA. 

111 1 00"/o merchant 
111 Large baseload generator in TX (4,200 M/115 Coal and 

1 ,200 M/115 Nuclear) 
111 Large retai I presence in TX 
111 10, 980 M/115 ERCDT, 3,400 M/115 in Louisiana, 6,600 M/115 

of capacity of Northeast 
111 900 M/115 of Solar Generation under advanced 

development 

111 strong balance sheet 
111 Merger synergies 
111 highly sensitive to improving power prices 
111 PJM capacity payments jump in 2013 
llll Marsh Landing project creates upside in 2013-14 

111 strong free cash flaw 
111 Attractive position in growing Texas power market 
111 Likely larger share buy-back program starting in 2012 
111 Potential brownfield generation development opportunities 

in New York 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

111 Exposure to generation upside moderated by utility 
acquisitions 

111 Dar1<spread exposure 
1111 lntemational risk 
• Roll off of favorable in 2013 

111 NJ political risk of subsidized new build plants 
111 Shopping risk of BGS load 
111 Downside fears in future P JM auctions 
111 Questions on Wriy not involved in retail business 

111 Califomia power market could be pressured by renewables 
111 Current speak spreads still below contract prices 
111 Technical overhang firom disputed claim shares 

111 Large environmental exposure- no clarity on plan 
111 Dar1<spread exposure 
111 Large portion ofCalifomia capacity remains uncontracted 
1111 Timing of shut -<lawns vs forward power price response 

111 Potential margin pressure in retail business 
111 Potential increases in PRB ooal prices due to CSAPR rules 
111 Uncertainty in New York Capacity markets 
111 Short SOx credits in TX; uncertainty of emission price 
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. 
1 t t 

Although we acknowledge that power market conditions in the near-term may 
appear challenging, we believe that fundamentals have finally begun to show 
tangible signs of improvement. However, as we have discussed in our prior work, 
we think that the lack of liquidity in forward power markets somewhat masks the 
likely tightening in power demand/supply. As shown in Chart 3 we see market 
heat rates as being largely flat over the 2011-2014 timeframe despite looming 
increases in environmental compliance costs and potential losses of generation 
capacity. 

Chart 3: Forward market heat rates and 
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Source: Bo!A,M=r!ill LyrchGbbal Research, Bbarberg, Platts 

The relative infancy of the merchant power industry makes comparing prior 
cyclical up-turns challenging, with no two cycles driven by the same set of 
fundamentals. The movement out of the current three-year down-cycle will also 
differ from prior up-turns. As highlighted earlier, our revised estimates currently 
utilize above market power prices assumptions as we see power prices rising 
based on two primary factors in most regions of the country: 

1111 Rising marginal cost of production from coal generation: We believe the 
CSAPR rules will lead to substantial cost escalations in marginal costs for 
regions where unscrubbed coal capacity is currently a meaningful part of the 
supply curve, particularly in off-peak hours. In addition, we believe that 
higher-cost gas peaking assets may be needed to dispatch with more 
frequency, which should also lead to higher power prices. We see this 
benefitting nuclear, gas-fired and scrubbed coal generation assets, 
particularly in more heavily coal on the margin markets. 

1111 Generation capacity declines: Longer-term, the impact of the CSAPR rules 
along with soon to be finalized Hazardous Air Pollutant regulations/Maximum 
Achievable Control Standards (HAPS/ MACT) will lead to certain coal-fired 
power plants being retired. Chart 4 below highlights the range of coal 
capacity by region we see at risk of being shut along with the % of the total 
coal capacity that could be lost We believe that this reduction in supply will 
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result in higher forward power prices, which will be needed to incentivize 
additional gas fired capacity to be constructed. Whereas prior power market 
recovery has often been driven by demand growth we see the catalyst as a 
reduction in supply in most parts of the US with the exception of ERCOT 
(Texas). 

Chart5: 
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We believe that power markets are essentially driven by two separate cyclical 
drivers: 

1. Market heat rates (and capacity pricing in certain regions)- We believe 
that increasing power prices will be driven in coming years by rising market 
heat rates (i.e. power prices relative to fuel costs). We believe 2012 power 
prices and market heat rates still largely reflect trough conditions rather than 
mid-cycle power economics. That said, we note market heat rates optically 
look high relative to historic levels (See Chart 6 below). In our view higher 
heat rate environment is a reflection of a very different fuel price (natural gas 
and coal) environment relative to the prior mid and peak-cycles. Quite simply 
heat rates have risen to incentivize fuel switching between gas and coal 
generation. With that being said and as we will demonstrate later in the 
report, we see further upside to market heat rates. 

2. Natural gas pricing -The combination of weakening power demand across 
most of the US has coincided with steep decline in natural gas prices as 
natural gas productive capacity has been significantly enhanced since 2008. 
Abundant natural gas resources from shale formations will likely continue to 
present a challenge to merchant power generators. That said, we see the 
potential for natural gas price stability in the near-term and potential for 
modest recovery longer-term. Factors that could help allow gas prices to 
recover modestly include potential US exports of LNG, rising industrial 
demand for natural gas and a greater reliance on natural gas fired 
generation. 

15 
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cost to 
Like most commodity industries, power prices are determined by the marginal unit of 
production. As discussed earlier in this report, we believe that the final CSAPR rules 
were meaningfully more stringent then consensus expectations. As a result, we see 
the CSAPR rule increasing costs for marginal, unscrubbed coal units and accelerating 
a rise in power prices in the 2012 timeframe. We see this dynamic benefitting nuclear 
generation in particular as nuclear plants tend to run in off-peak hours. 

Tabie11:SOx 

Unscrubbed Unscrubbed Unscrubbed 

Coal Type PRB CAPP NAPP 
Sulfur Content (lbs/btu) 0.8 1.67 3.0 
2012 Coal Price ($/MMBtu) $0.89 $3.26 $3.05 

Transporation Cost ($/MMBtu) 1.31 $1.00 0.92 
Plant Heat Rate (Btu/KWh) 11,000 10,000 10,000 

Marginal Cost $24.18 $42.60 $39.77 
Off Peak Price ($/MWh) $27.00 $40.00 $40.00 

Current Off-Peak Margin ($/MWh) $2.83 ($2.60) $0.23 

CSAPR S02 Credit ($/Ton) $1,100 $1,100 $1,100 
S02 Compliance Cost ($/MWh) $4.84 $9.19 $16.50 
Compliance adj. off-peak margin($/MWh) ($2.02) ($11.79) ($16.27) 

Needed increase in off-peak power ($/MWh) $2.02 $11.79 $16.27 

Coal on the Margin 75% 63% 63% 
Implied Increase in ATC Power Price $1.51 $7.43 $10.25 

Source: BofA M=rrll Lyrch Gbbal Research 

Our analysis on Table 11 above highlights the impact on hourly prices when an 
unscrubbed coal generation unit that has no excess allocations is the marginal unit 
dispatched. That said, during hours when either emission credits or a scrubbed coal 
plant is on the margin we would expect that this impact may be diminished 
somewhat On the other hand, in order to be conservative we have excluded 
variable O&M costs which also factor into the decision process of whether to 
dispatch generation. We believe this may signal that forward off-peak prices are 
likely too low to begin with and when combined with the additional implied increase 
in compliance related costs, may drive off-peak power prices meaningfully higher in 
the Midwest and Eastern power markets similar to the rally in Nl Hub and PJM-W. 
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As the supply reductions highlighted in Chart 4 earlier materialize, many power 
regions will see a substantial decrease in their lower cost sources of generation. 
Although we see US power demand growing at a fairly pedestrian rate of- 1.25% 
per year, the loss of capacity combined with few if any additional power projects 
(particularly unregulated or merchant generation) means that many of these 
markets will see market tightening. For markets such as ERCOT, which is likely to 
grow 100-175 bps faster, tight demand/supply conditions could become apparent 
as soon as 2013 if coal units retire in response to the CSAPR rules. 

20% 
--a-ERCOTCurrent Reserve Margin Forecast 

18% 

!: 
-e.-Loss of Unscrubbed Lignite Units 

·;:;, 16% .. 
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14% "' <:: 
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1-
0 
() 4% 
0:: w 
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0% 
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Source: ERCDT COR report a1d Bol'\ M=rrill Lynch Glcbal Research estinates 

As discussed earlier, the perception of tightening power markets does not appear 
to be fully reflected forward prices. As a result we do not see adequate returns to 
construct additional generation at this point in time. Furthermore, the inability to 
finance merchant power generation facilities without either long-term hedges 
(difficult due to liquidity in power markets) or long-term contracts (finding quality 
off-taker in de-regulated markets is difficult) also contributes to the lack of new 
generation construction. Finally, although power prices have remained in an 
extended trough, construction costs including labor and raw materials have 
remained at elevated levels through the recent trough in power markets. 

In the following Tables we analyze the economics of building a new combined 
cycle gas generation asset (CCGT) in PJM -Wand in ERCOT Houston zone 
based on a 30-year DCF analysis. In our examples we assume current power and 
gas prices through 2014. Starting in 2015 we utilize a $6.00/MMBtu terminal gas 
price assumption (please note 2015 gas is currently $5.64/MMBtu) and then 
calculate the needed spark spread and market Heat rate needed to earn at least 
the project's weighted average cost of capital (WACC). We assume a WACC of 
7. 7% in this exercise and concurrently assume the project moves forward if it 
generates an IRR of 7.7%. We believe most power development projects would 
likely target a double digit IRR, but we have assumed a lower hurdle rate to be 
conservative. 
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Chart 9 below highlights the returns generated for of a 500 MW, newly 
constructed CCGT power plant in PJM based on the criteria discussed above. We 
note our PJM projects assumes capacity payments of $137/MW-day, which helps 
lower the required on-peak power price. Cells that are shaded depict project 
returns in excess of the targeted hurdle rate of 7.7%. Chart 10 shows the 
corresponding implied power prices under various scenarios corresponding to the 
prior chart. 
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Although we do not believe that we will necessarily see new-build economics 
emerge for the new construction of power plants in the near to medium term, 
Chart 11 below illustrates the potential upside from current market power prices 
relative to our current above market power price estimates and recent market 
prices. 

Chart 12: P.J\11-W new CCGT entrant rerum scenarios 
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Chart 13 highlights the returns generated for of a 500 MW, newly constructed 
CCGT power plant in ERGOT- Houston zone based on the criteria discussed 
earlier. Unlike our hypothetical PJM CCGT project, our ERGOT analysis assumes 
no capacity payments as ERGOT remains an energy only market and which 
helps account for the higher necessary spark spread to justify new entry. Cells 
that are shaded depict project returns in excess of the targeted hurdle rate of 
7.7%. Chart 14 shows the corresponding implied power prices under various 
scenarios corresponding to the prior chart. 
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Chart 15 below illustrates the potential upside from current market power prices 
relative to our current above market power price estimate and current market 
prices be incentivized to be constructed in ERGOT. Our full DCF analyses and 
assumptions can be found on the next two pages. 

Chart 16: ERCOT- Houslrln new CCGT entrant rerum scenarios 
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N Table 12: P.JVI-W CCGT new entrant DCF N S 11:1 
0 (Jl <D .. -.= 

PJM CCGT Project Assumptions ~ 3:8 
- --'< l"'"l;o 

Capacity (MWs) Beta N ~ 3 
0 ., <D 

Plant Heat Rate Risk Free ~ ="iif· 
Fixed O&M ($/Kw- Year) Risk Premi 

.. 
~ Variable O&M ($/MWh) Equity 10.5% 

Inflation Rate Debt 
Capital Cost ($/Kw) WACC 7.7% 
Capacity Factor Debt/Cap 
Hours Tax 

0 2 3 4 5 28 29 30 31 32 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044 

Market Assumptions 
Natural Gas ($/MMBtu) $4.82 $5.19 $5.47 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 
Transportation ($/MMBtu) 0.64 0.55 0.55 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 
Market Heat Rate (Btu/KWh) 9,813 9,529 9,476 11,450 11,450 11,450 11 ,450 11,450 11,450 11 ,450 11,450 
On-Peak Power Price $53.60 $54.65 $57.05 $73.85 $73.85 $73.85 $73.85 $73.85 $73.85 $73.85 $73.85 
Fuel Cost $39.32 $41.29 $43.35 $46.44 $46.44 $46.44 $46.44 $46.44 $46.44 $46.44 $46.44 
Spark Spread $14.27 $13.36 $13.70 $27.41 $27.41 $27.41 $27.41 $27.41 $27.41 $27.41 $27.41 !::!:! 

CD 

Volumes (TWhs) 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 g 
Capacity Prices ($/MW -Day) $124 $187 $174 $137 $137 $137 $137 $137 $137 $137 $137 C) 

Fixed O&M ($/Kw- Year) $12 $12 $13 $13 $13 $14 $24 $25 $25 $26 $26 
s 
;:::;: 

Variable O&M ($/MWh) $2.25 $2.31 $2.36 $2.42 $2.48 $2.55 $4.49 $4.60 $4.72 $4.84 $4.96 CD 
(/) 

Income Statement($ MMl 
OJ 
::J 
c. 

Revenues $0 $0 $157 $187 $187 $187 $187 $187 $187 $187 $187 0 
0 

Fuel Cost 0 0 95 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 102 3 
-o 

Gross Margin $0 $0 $62 $85 $85 $85 $85 $85 $85 $85 $85 m. 
;:::;: 

< 
Variable O&M $0 $0 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 CD 

-o 
Fixed O&M 0 0 6 6 6 6 11 12 12 12 13 0 

:;;: 
Depreciation 0 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 ~ 

Opertaing Income $0 $0 $34 $57 $57 $57 $52 $52 $51 $51 $51 

Discounted Cash Flow 
EBIT $0 $0 $34 $57 $57 $57 $52 $52 $51 $51 $51 
Less: Taxes 0 0 (12) (20) (20) (20) (18) (18) (18) (18) (18) 
+/(-)Change in Working Capital 
Less: Capital Expenditures 
Add: Depreciation 0 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 
Unlevered FCF {$250} {$250} $34 $49 $49 $49 $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 

PV ($250) ($232) $29 $39 $36 $34 $5 $5 $4 $4 $4 
NPV ($0) 

IRR 1.1%1 
Source: BofAMenill LyrchGicbal ResearchEstirates 
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Table 13: ERCOT CCGT new entrant DCF anal is N S 11:1 
(Jl <D .. -.= 

ERCOT CCGT Project Assumptions ~ 3:8 
- --'< l"'"l;o 

Capacity (MWs) Beta N ~ 3 
0 ., <D 

Plant Heat Rate Risk Free ~ ="iif· 
Fixed O&M ($/Kw- Year) Risk Premi 

.. 
~ Variable O&M ($/MWh) Equity 10.5% 

Inflation Rate Debt 
Capital Cost ($/Kw) WACC 7.7% 
Capacity Factor Debt/Cap 
Hours Tax 

0 2 3 4 5 28 29 30 31 32 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2040 2041 2042 2043 2044 

Market Assumptions 
Natural Gas ($/MMBtu) $4.82 $5.19 $5.47 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 
Transportation ($/MMBtu) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) (0.1 0) 
Market Heat Rate (Btu/KWh) 9,849 10,192 10,666 12,7~0 .. 12,770 12,770 12,770 12,770 12,770 12,770 12,770 
On-Peak Power Price $46.65 $51.98 $57.44 $75.34 $75.34 $75.34 $75.34 $75.34 $75.34 $75.34 $75.34 
Fuel Cost $34.10 $36.72 $38.77 $42.48 $42.48 $42.48 $42.48 $42.48 $42.48 $42.48 $42.48 
Spark Spread $12.55 $15.26 $18.66 $32.86 $32.86 $32.86 $32.86 $32.86 $32.86 $32.86 $32.86 !::!:! 

CD 

Volumes (TWhs) 0.0 0.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 g 
Capacity Prices ($/MW -Day) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 C) 

s 
Fixed O&M ($/Kw- Year) $12 $12 $13 $13 $13 $14 $24 $25 $25 $26 $26 ;:::;: 

Variable O&M ($/MWh) $2.00 $2.05 $2.10 $2.15 $2.21 $2.26 $3.99 $4.09 $4.20 $4.30 $4.41 CD 
(/) 

Income Statement($ MMl 
OJ 
::J 
c. 

Revenues $0 $0 $151 $198 $198 $198 $198 $198 $198 $198 $198 0 
0 

Fuel Cost 0 0 102 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 3 
-o 

Gross Margin $0 $0 $49 $86 $86 $86 $86 $86 $86 $86 $86 m. 
;:::;: 

< 
Variable O&M $0 $0 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 CD 

-o 
Fixed O&M 0 0 6 6 6 6 11 12 12 12 13 0 

:;;: 
Depreciation 0 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 ~ 

Opertaing Income $0 $0 $21 $58 $58 $58 $53 $53 $52 $52 $52 

Discounted Cash Flow 
EBIT $0 $0 $21 $58 $58 $58 $53 $53 $52 $52 $52 
Less: Taxes 0 0 (7) (20) (20) (20) (19) (18) (18) (18) (18) 
+/(-)Change in Working Capital 
Less: Capital Expenditures 
Add: Depreciation 0 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 
Unlevered FCF {$250} {$250} $25 $50 $49 $49 $41 $41 $41 $41 $40 

PV ($250) ($232) $22 $40 $37 $34 $5 $5 $4 $4 $4 
NPV ($1) 

IRR 7.7!% 1 
Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research Estirrates 
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- u to 
We are upgrading AEE to Neutral from Underperform. AEE has both regulated 
utility and unregulated merchant segments. We find the stock is trading slightly 
below the value of the utility segment ($30), ignoring the option value of the 
merchant, whose margins are highly levered to power prices. Moreover, AEE's 
5.2% yield helps limit the downside as the power price recovery manifests itself. 
We estimate the regulated segment will increase earned returns from -8.2% on 

utility equity in 2011 to -9.0% in 2014, based on rate relief and cost containment 

Risks to our rating are related to AEE's environmental exposure, oversupply in IL, 
potential for weakening demand, and unfavorable rate case outcomes. AEE's 
merchant is expected to spend almost $1 Bin environmental retrofitting to meet 
state and federal regulations. However, we lack further visibility on Ameren's 
exposure to EPA's new rules, including proposed air toxins rules, and the 
company's ability to fund environmental needs. A decline in demand would also 
weigh on Ameren's margins. 

- u to 
We are upgrading CPN to Buy from Neutral and raising our price objective to 
$20/share from $17/share. As the largest owner of combined cycle gas 
generation assets (CCGT) in the US with a large asset position in ERGOT/Texas. 
We believe that CPN is uniquely positioned to benefit from what we see as 
nascent signs of a power market recovery. We believe that CCGT assets will be 
one of the primary beneficiaries of more stringent environmental regulations on 

coal generation as spark spreads widen and allow CCGT assets to dispatch more 
frequently. We see this benefitting CPN's assets in PJM and the Southeast In TX 
we see continued robust demand growth relative to the rest of US and the 
potential for several large coal-fired generation units to retire or curtail production. 
We note that our updated 2012-14 EBITDA estimates, which now stand at 
$1.617B (previously $1.7B), $1.941 B ($1.938B) and $2.079B ($1.935B) utilize our 
updated commodity price assumptions and now adjust for incremental C02 
emissions costs for CPN's fleet in California. 

Risks to our buy rating and price objective include a delay in implementation of 
proposed environmental regulations, declines in capacity prices, growing 
renewable generating capacity in California and expiration of favorable power 
supply contracts or tolling agreements. In addition, we note, although included in 
our valuation and diluted share count estimate, the release of 44 million shares to 
prior creditors of Calpine could present a technical overhang on CPN shares. 

on 
We are raising our price objective on D to $51 from $50. Based on our new price 
deck, our new 2011-2014 earnings estimates are $3.10, $3.36, $3.62 and $3.83 
per share. Our previous estimates were $3.10, $3.36, $3.60 and $3.74. The 
impact of the higher power prices is more muted for Dominion as it is much more 
regulated than its diversified peers, limiting its commodity sensitivity. That said, 
rising commodity prices should help Dominion's L T earnings growth rate. 
Currently D estimates a L T earnings growth rate of 5-6%, but that is based on flat 
merchant earnings. With growth in merchant earnings, we believe L T earnings 
growth could be in the 7%+ range. 
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D is currently in the market to sell its Kewaunee nuclear plant, located in 
Wisconsin. Power prices have been relatively low in the region due to lower 
industrial demand and new generation coming online. That said, if CSAPR and 
MACT force the shutdown of many older coal plants in the region, Kewaunee's 
value could increase, providing upside to the current expected sale price. 

Our primary reason for maintaining a Neutral rating is due to valuation. We 
believe Dominion has one of the best regulated and growth stories in the industry 
and see the current premium in the stock as deserved. That said, even giving 
these businesses premium multiples, the stock looks close to fairly valued at 
current levels, even versus a large cap regulated peer group 

We are reiterating our Buy on EIX due to a strong utility growth story, compelling 
valuation, and our belief that California remains a constructive regulatory 
environment longer-term. EIX's utility, SCE, trades at a meaningful discount 
(14%) versus its regulated peers. We believe this valuation discount is too high. 
EIX is our top California pick. 

Based on our price deck changes, our new 2011-2014 earnings estimates are 
$2.79, $2.87, $2.85 and $3.58. Our previous estimates were $2.79, $2.93, $2.92 
and $3.4 1. Given the meaningful emissions deficit at Homer City, we have 
adjusted our model to include $60M of emission costs at Homer City over the 
2012-2014 timeframe. We see an average emissions cost of around $100M; we 
then assume 40% is passed through higher power prices and recognize only 60% 
as a direct expense. Admittedly, the EPA Group 1 emission cost assumption 
could be too low, with the actual emissions credit cost being more meaningfuL 
We could see EIX considering an option to significantly reduce the generation of 
Homer City for the next few years until a scrubber is built, or trying to negotiate a 
plant sale. Moreover, this could force an EME restructuring. As we assign $0 
value to EME and see EME's debt as structurally separate from SCE, these costs 
do not impact our valuation for the company. 

Our SCE earnings net of parent drag did not change and remain 
$2.93/$3.29/$3.44/$3.74 over the 2011-2014 timeframe. We apply a 12.5x 
multiple to 2013 earnings to arrive at our $43 price objective. Our multiple is a 
discount to the group to reflect rate case overhang. 

on 
We are maintaining our Underperform on Entergy. It is our only Underperform 
rating in our generation universe, but that is because Entergy faces unique risks. 
Entergy is facing relicensing risk at half its power plants in the next few years. Of 
these, we believe the risks for Vermont Yankee and Indian Point are the most 
significant We see an even chance of Entergy prevailing in its court case to keep 
Vermont Yankee open, however this will not be known until late faiL The license 
renewal process for Indian Point has gotten noisier and more contentious over 
the past few months, with Governor Cuomo strongly opposed to the license 
extension. Indian Point is worth about $10/sh to Entergy's value, and accounts for 
about half the generation earnings. We do not believe we will see resolution to 
Indian Point relicensing at least for another year. License renewal for Pilgrim is 
also outstanding. 
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Based on our new price deck, our new 2011-2014 earnings estimates are $6.50, 
$6.07, $6.19 and $6.99 per share. Our previous estimates were $6.50, $6.04, 
$6.19 and $6.41. Please note our estimates include Vermont Yankee earnings of 
about $0.20-$0.24/sh in 2013 and 2014. Entergy is among the most highly 
hedged companies in our coverage universe in the 2012-2014 timeframe. This 
insulates earnings from commodity downside risk, but also limits upside. 

u 

We are upgrading EXC two notches to Buy from Underperform and raising our 
PO to $48/sh from $38/sh. As the largest nuclear generator in the US, EXC 
offers investors outsized leverage to a recovery in power prices as well as an 
attractive 4.8% dividend yield. Besides the sheer size of EXC's 17,000+ MW 
nuclear generation fleet we believe the location of the majority of this capacity in 
the largely coal driven market of Nl HUB uniquely positions EXC to benefit from 
rising off-peak power prices once the CSAPR rules go into effect and marginal 
costs for coal generation increase. 

Our valuation and rating are largely based on our favorable view of EXC's current 
standalone generation assets, however, we are now including some incremental 
value ($2.60/sh) from cost synergies that will result from the merger with CEG in 
our PO. While our view on generation margins is incrementally positive we 
continue to view retail margins as coming under pressure. However, combining 
the largest wholesale generation fleet (EXC) with the largest retail provider (CEG) 
could produce additional upside we have not yet included in our valuation. Our 
updated estimates now also reflect our assumptions for some additional retail 
margins realized at EXC generation. 

to to 

We are upgrading FirstEnergy to Buy from NeutraL We see material earnings 
upside in 2014, driven by the 2014/2015 RPM capacity auction and the significant 
contango in the AEP-Dayton Hub power pricing. Along with Exelon, FirstEnergy 
is one of the best-positioned companies in a rising power price environment 
Based on out new pricing assumptions we are boosting our 2012-2014 earnings 
estimates to $3.44/$3.60/$4.57 from $3.34/$3.32/$3.90. Notably, our new 2013E 
is above FE's current guidance range of $3.20-$3.50/sh. Since FE gave 
guidance in early May, power prices have generally risen about $2/MWh across 
the forward curve, suggesting some upside in 2013. FE, as of March 31, was 
33% hedged in 2013, so the company is well positioned to capture price upside. 
We are boosting our price objective to $52 from $47. 

Uncertainties remain on FE's ability to execute on its cost reduction targets and 
the makeup of the coal fleet in the context of the EPA transport and toxics rule. 
FE is targeting $450M of merger benefits and an incremental $75M-$175M of 
O&M savings through 2013. These benefits are already incorporated in our 
estimates, so there could be some downside if FE is not able to meet these goals. 
Finally, FirstEnergy has made significant progress on environmental controls on 
its coal fleet and is well positioned in front of the EPA rules. Currently, Eastlake 5 
is the only supercritical coal plant not scrubbed. The rest of the fleet - about 
2,500 MW of unscrubbed subcritical coal - is likely to shut down at some point 
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We are reiterating our Buy rating on GEN shares as we see GEN as the most 
leveraged company in our coverage universe on a percentage of equity value to a 
power market recovery. While it may seem counterintuitive over the long-term we 
see more stringent emission regulations such as the CSAPR rules as potentially 
benefitting a coal-fired generator such as GEN. Although the company may be 
forced to retire some of its coal-fired generation (we currently assume the 
company retires 1, 700 MWs by 2013 and an incremental 1 ,200 MWs in the 2015+ 
timeframe) we would expect the company's remaining 5,000 MWs of coal assets 
with advanced emission controls to more than offset this loss of capacity. We 
view GEN as a cheap call option on dark spread recovery as forward prices have 
continued to lag forward coal prices and reflect negative margins in futures years, 
but given the likely retirement of older coal assets that lack environmental 
controls we would expect dark spreads to eventually recover. 

Our new 2011-2014 EBITDA estimates are $527M, $616M, $1 ,062M and 
$1 , 166M. Our prior estimates were $527M, $599M, $983M, and $990M. We note 
our updated estimates do not include SOx emission credit purchases. That said, 
we have analyzed GEN's likely SOx emission credit position in 2012-2014 under 
the new limits set by the CSAPR and believe that the impact will be only a slight 
negative to GEN EBITDA and if power prices rise in response to the rule may be 
neutral to positive. That said, we have included the potential negative impact 
under CSAPR in our valuation as incremental debt and note our valuation of GEN 
excludes all value from plants we assume are shut-down and includes over $1 
billion in potential environmental costs as incremental debt. 

We are raising our price objective on NEE to $61 from $60. This is primarily 
based on a shift of our sum-of-parts valuation to be based on 2013 rather than 
2012, bringing it in line with the group. NEE is not as directly levered to power 
markets due to the highly contracted nature of its unregulated generation 
strategy, and our new commodity price deck only affects our 2014E, raising it to 
$5.31 vs. $5.24 previously. Despite the limited direct sensitivity to power prices, 
rising prices have positive impacts on renewable PPAs. All else equal, higher 
market prices could lead to higher PPA prices and make wind generation more 
attractive to utility counterparties. We have seen signs already that NEE's 
renewable pipeline is improving from contract announcements in Q2. NEE has 
no exposure to EPA regulations on coal at the unregulated operation. Finally, 
NEE has above-average dividend growth over the next several years, a departure 
from many integrated peers. 

Our main concerns on NEE center around the power price sensitivity, tax credit 
roll-offs, and the amount of earnings from trading and marketing. As power prices 
rise over the next few years, investors may favor more levered names at the 
expense of NEE. Additionally, there is some concern on the timing of the roll-off 
of benefits from production tax credits, though the roll-offs are included in the 
company's 5%-7% long-term earnings growth rate. Finally, about 10% of NEE's 
unregulated EBITDA comes from marketing and trading, which could be seen as 
a riskier business line compared to the rest of the operation. 
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We are upgrading NRG to Buy from Neutral and raising our PO to $31/sh from 
$25/sh. With over 5,000MWs of baseload generation (coal and nuclear) we see 
NRG as a primary beneficiary from potential tightening power market conditions 
in Texas where we see continued robust demand growth relative to the rest of the 
US. We acknowledge that the final CSAPR rules introduces some uncertainty for 
a portion of NRG's TX baseload fleet (35% of baseload capacity, but believe the 
potential for several other large lignite-fired generation units to retire or curtail 
production (please see our recent report ~12.!IY.J.~~,_IY!l:L~~~I_I_§_!2~~ 
should help mitigate some or all of this risk. Our base case valuation 
conservatively includes negative value related to TX emission costs ($1.70/share) 
based on the average cost of utilizing TrONA injections and purchasing emissions 
credits at $1 ,000/ton. 

Despite declining hedge levels we continue to see NRG generating a substantial 
amount of free cash flow over the 2012-2014 timeframe particularly as it 
completes construction of its -900 MW solar development pipeline. In addition we 
note that NRG's 2017 senior notes, the last of its senior notes with restrictive 
covenants, become callable at the beginning of the year which could result in a 
substantial increase from its current $180M share repurchase program. 

to 
PPL purposely shifted its business mix away from merchant power towards its 
regulated utility businesses by making two large scale utility acquisitions in the 
span of a year. That said, the high quality and favorable location of PPL's 
merchant generation assets is undeniable. Against a back drop of what see as a 
nascent recovery in power markets we are upgrading PPL to a Buy rating and 
raising our PO to $31/sh from $28/sh. We see PPL's baseload coal and nuclear 
assets benefitting from more stringent environmental regulations. All of PPL's 
-3,500 MWs of PJM coal generation is already scrubbed and PPL owns and 
operates the Susquehanna nuclear power plant that provides another 2,250 MWs 
of emission free generation in PJM. As a reminder PJM is heavily reliant on coal 
generation assets many of which do not have advanced environmental controls 
like scrubbers in place. 

Our new 2011-2014 EPS estimates are $2.58, $2.60, $2.69 and $2.93. Our 
updated estimates reflect our revised commodity price assumptions as well as the 
inclusion of addition environmental capital expenditures contemplated by PPL's 
ECR filing for its KY utilities. 

We are boosting our price objective on PEG to $39 from $38 and reiterate our 
Buy rating. This increase in PO reflects our new pricing assumptions and 
stronger earnings outlook over 2012-2014, primarily stemming from higher PJM
East power prices. Our new earnings estimates for PEG are $2.68/$3.09/$3.31 
for 2012-2014 compared to $2.59/$2.90/$2.94 previously. Even though PEG 
does face some headwinds as capacity prices fall in late 2014, we believe that 
the uplift in energy prices will more than offset this. The company's generation 
fleet is mostly nuclear, natural gas, and scrubbed coal generation, and has 
minimal negative exposure to the EPA rules. The company has the opportunity to 
access the New York City market through the new Hudson River transmission 
line. Finally, PEG's utility has above-average (high single-digit growth) rate base 
growth opportunities through transmission and distribution projects in New 
Jersey. 
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On the downside, political risk continues in New Jersey as the state Board of 
Public Utilities actively seeks to add new generation in the state which could 
serve to depress capacity or energy prices in eastern PJM. Shopping of BGS 
load could also pressure margins. Even though shopping levels have shown 
signs of stabilizing, PEG does face questions as to why it has not developed a 
retail operation. Finally, following the weak results of the 2014/2105 PJM 
capacity auction in the East, there is additional concern that capacity prices could 
continue to fall in subsequent auctions. 

We are downgrading POR to Underperform from Neutral based on valuation and 
our move towards a portfolio with more commodity leveraged companies. We like 
the fundamental rate base story of Portland General, but believe it has some risks 
that warrants a discount valuation. Risks include 1) Power cost adjustment 
mechanism with a wide bandwidth and 2) Below average realized ROEs due to 
unrecoverable costs. Due to one of the strongest hydro conditions seen in over 
25 years, POR's earnings have been very strong in 2011 and the company raised 
its 2011 earnings guidance 5% in 1Q 2011, entirely due to weather. The stock 
has had a great run this year, and is now trading largely in-line with the regulated 
group. Maintain 2011-2014 earnings estimates of $2.00/$1.88/$2.02/$1.98 per 
share and $25 price objective. 

to on 
We are downgrading Wisconsin Energy to Neutral from Buy. The downgrade is 
due to valuation, as the stock trades at a 5% premium to the regulated group. 
However, given our view on utility valuations being high, we do not see significant 
upside at this point We believe that the stock largely reflects the upside from 
growth projects and free cash generation over the next several years, and 
management's strong track record. Additionally, despite material increases, 
WEC's yield remains below the utility average. We continue to believe that WEC 
warrants a premium valuation to the group, and our unchanged $33 price 
objective incorporates a 1-turn premium to the utility group. Upside risks are new 
rate base opportunities and increases in the free cash flow outlook. Downside 
risks are the current rate proceeding in Wisconsin and ability to find new rate 
base projects. 
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Tables 14-15 below highlight our updated 2011-2014 estimates for the 

competitive power sector under our new commodity price assumptions. Our 2014 

estimates for the diversified utilities are more impacted by the change in 

commodity price assumptions as many of these companies are relatively more 

unhedged in 2014 relative to 2011-2013. 

Table 14: BofAIVL EPS Estimate Revisions for Diversified Utilities 

Nane Ticker Price PO 
Jlmeren AEE $29.46 $30 
Constellation CEG 38.94 NIA 
Dominion D 49.78 51 
Edison International EIX 39.23 43 
81tergy ElR 68.31 69 
Exelon EXC 43.70 48 
FirstEnergy FE 44.36 52 
NextEra Energy NEE 57.46 61 
PPLCorp PPL 28.01 31 
PSEGCorp PEG 32.81 39 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

Table 15: BofAIVL EBITDA Estimate Revisions for IPPs 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

New Prior New Prior New Prior New 
B-3-7 $2.35 $2.35 $2.40 $2.35 $2.08 $2.02 $2.39 

-6- 3.13 3.13 2.49 2.40 3.00 2.77 3.37 
B-2-7 3.10 3.10 3.36 3.36 3.62 3.60 3.83 
B-1-7 2.79 2.79 2.87 2.93 2.85 2.92 3.58 
B-3-7 6.50 6.50 6.07 6.04 6.19 6.01 6.99 
B-3-7 4.16 4.16 3.08 2.99 3.16 2.97 3.54 
B-2-7 3.38 3.38 3.44 3.34 3.60 3.32 4.57 
B-1-7 4.47 4.47 4.75 4.75 4.94 4.94 5.31 
B-2-7 2.58 2.66 2.60 2.58 2.69 2.54 2.93 
B-1-7 2.64 2.64 2.68 2.59 3.09 2.90 3.31 

Below, we show our Adjusted EBITDA estimates for the Independent Power 

Producers (IPPs). 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

Prior 
$2.07 
2.72 
3.74 
3.41 
6.41 
2.88 
3.90 
5.24 
2.57 
2.94 

Nane Ticker Price New PO New Prior New Prior New Prior New Prior 
Calpine CPN $16.19 $20 
GenOl GEN 4.01 5 
NRG81ergy NRG 24.75 31 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

Note: OJr EBIT[)A, estn-ates for GEN ircltde lease expense 

Ticker Price 
Ameren AEE $29.35 8-2-7 $6,469 
Constellation CEG 38.94 -6- 7,788 
Dominion D 49.78 8-2-7 29,554 
Edison Inti. EIX 39.23 B-1-7 12,828 
Entergy ElR 68.31 8-3-7 13,378 
Exelon EXC 43.70 B-1-7 28,908 
FirstEnergy FE 44.36 8-1-7 13,574 
NextEra NEE 57.46 B-1-7 23,270 
PPLCorp. PPL 28.01 8-1-7 10,543 
PSEG PEG 32.81 B-1-7 16,601 

Averw,Je 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 
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C-1-9 $1,704 $1,704 $1,617 $1,700 $1,941 $1,978 $2,079 $1,935 
C-1-9 527 527 616 599 1,062 983 1,166 990 
B-1-9 1,922 1,922 1,935 1,997 1,917 1,913 2,027 1,823 

es m 
Below, please find our diversified comps. In 2013 and 2014 we have the 

diversifieds trading below (well below by 2014) our regulated comps. 

PIE EVIEBITDA FCF/Yield Div 
2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E Yield 

12.5x 12.3x 14.1x 12.3x 4.2x 4.3x 9.3x 6.4x 5.6"/o (1.7%) (3.8%) (1.7%) 5.2'/o 
12.4x 15.6x 13.0x 11.6x 6.8x 6.9x 5.9x 5.4x 2.7% (1.3%) (2.9'/o) (2.2'/o) 2.B'/o 
16.1x 14.8x 13.8x 13.0x 11.4x 9.4x 7.8x 6.9x 2.4% 0.6"/o (1.1%) 1.2% 4.(]'/o 
14.1x 13.7x 13.8x 11.0x 12.0x 15.1x 21.6x 8.4x (7.(]'/o) (14.7%) (12.2'/o) 25.8% 3.3'/o 
10.5x 11.3x 11.0x 9.8x 5.4x 6.7x 72x 5.8x 5.7% 4.6"/o 5.5% 28.6"/o 4.9'/o 
10.5x 14.2x 13.8x 12.3x 6.1x 8.9x 8.7x 7.6x (2.5%) 0.1% 0.7% 3.(]'/o 4.8'/o 
13.1x 12.9x 12.3x 9.7x 5.5x 4.6x 4.5x 2.8x 7.1% 5.9'/o 5.(]'/o 7.6"/o 5.(]'/o 
12.9x 12.1x 11.6x 10.8x 8.5x 8.6x 8.7x 10.5x (6.9'/o) (9.7%) (2.5%) 0.(]'/o 3.8'/o 
10.9x 10.8x 10.4x 9.6x 6.8x 7.3x 7.3x 6.5x (4.B'/o) (6.4%) (6.2'/o) (3.9'/o) 5.(]'/o 
12.4x 12.2x 10.6x 9.9x 6.3x 6.1x 5.0x 4.4x 6.5% 3.6"/o 6.4% 10.2'/o 4.2'/o 

12.5x 13.0x 12.4x 11.0x 7.3x 7.8x 8.6x 6.5x 0.9% (1.9%) (1.1%) 6.9% 4.3% 
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Table 17: Diversified 

Nane Ticker 
Ameren AEE 
Constellation CEG 
Dominion 0 
Edison Inti. EIX 
Entergy ETR 
Exelon EXC 
FirstEnergy FE 
NextEra NEE 
PPLCorp. PPL 
PSEG PEG 

Averw,Je 

Mark to Market 

Current BofAIVL 
Price 
$29.46 B-2-7 
38.94 .fj.. 

49.78 8-2-7 
39.23 B-1-7 
68.31 8-3-7 
43.70 B-1-7 
44.36 B-1-7 
57.46 B-1-7 
28.01 B-1-7 
32.81 B-1-7 

Source: BofAMenill LyrchGbbal Research. camoditypticesas of Ju~ 14. 3l11 

Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

estimates 

Mark to Market EPS Mark to Market PIE 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 
$7,009 $2.36 $2.38 $2.00 $2.31 12.4x 12.3x 14.6x 12.7x 
7,700 3.23 2.43 2.70 2.92 12.1x 16.0x 14.4x 13.4x 

29,375 3.15 3.32 3.53 3.73 15.8x 15.0x 14.1x 13.3x 
12,907 2.90 2.89 2.75 3.43 13.5x 13.6x 14.3x 11.4x 
12,830 6.54 6.03 6.00 6.72 10.4x 11.3x 11.4x 10.2x 
28,940 4.17 3.06 3.00 3.32 10.5x 14.3x 14.6x 13.2x 
13,485 3.32 3.33 3.41 4.41 13.3x 13.3x 13.0x 10.1x 
23,754 4.57 4.76 4.91 5.29 12.6x 12.1x 11.7x 10.9x 
12,068 2.60 2.58 2.55 2.72 10.8x 10.9x 11.0x 10.3x 
16,637 2.77 2.62 2.94 3.13 11.9x 12.5x 11.1x 10.5x 

12.3x 13.1x 13.0x 11.6x 

IPP u va on m cs 
Our adjusted EV/EBITDA analysis on BofAML estimates and MTM estimates are 
shown in Tables 18 and 19. We have rolled our analysis forward to 2014 in order 
to better capture the benefit from additional contango in forward curves. Our 
adjusted EV/EBITDA analysis is consistent with our open valuation approach, but 
we also make the following additional adjustments: 

1111 Add the NPV of power and where applicable, coal hedges as an adjustment 
to our net debt calculation. In the money hedges are treated as an offset to 
net debt, whereas out of the money hedges are treated as incremental debt 

1111 Deduct the present value of any remaining tax credits or Net Operating Loss 
carry-forwards as an offset to debt 

1111 Where applicable, we add back operating lease expense to EBITDA and 
treat the remaining lease payments as incremental debt 

1111 Add the present value of required capital spending for environmental 
upgrades to enterprise value as debt 

1111 Finally, we also consider the NPV of ongoing development programs, which 
can be monetized. 
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Table18: EVIEBITDA Valuation 

Adjusted EV/EBITDA 

($MM, Except Where Noted) 

Adjusted Market Capitalization 

Net Debt 

Cash Collateral/Restricted Cash 

Add/(Subtract): Convertible & Preferred Securities, other debt 

Add: Minority Interest 

Less: PV of Future Tax Benefits Including NOLs 

Add: PV of Environmental Capital Obligations 

Add: PV of Operating Leases 

Add/Subtract Development Programs and other 

Add/Subtract NPV of Carbon Legislation 

NPV of (in)/out of the money hedges 

tAdji.lstei:l E:nterptii!te Value 

Hedged EBITDA 

Add/Subtract Adjustments 

!Adjusted EBITDA (l::iedged} 
Add/Subtract outl(in) the money Power hedges 

Add/Subtract outl(in) the money Coal hedges 

Unhedged Adjusted EBITDA 

tMJu!l\ed EWEBfTDA 
Source: BolA, M=nill Lynch Gbbal Research Estirates 

Table19: EV/EBITDA Valuation 

Adjusted EV/EBITDA 

($MM, Except Where Noted) 

Adjusted Market Capitalization 

Net Debt 

Cash Collateral/Restricted Cash 

Add/(Subtract): Convertible & Preferred Securities, other debt 

Add: Minority Interest 

Less: PV of Future Tax Benefits Including NOLs 

Add: PV of Environmental Capital Obligations 

Add: PV of Operating Leases 

Add/Subtract Development Programs and other 

Add/Subtract NPV of Carbon Legislation 

NPV of (in)/out of the money hedges 

IA&justed enterprise Vallie 

Hedged EBITDA 

Add/Subtract Adjustments 

!Adjusted esimA. (Hedged) 
Add/Subtract out/(in) the money Power hedges 

Add/Subtract outl(in) the money Coal hedges 

Unhedged Adjusted EBITDA 

tMJu!l\ed EWEBfTDA 
Source: BolA, M=nill Lynch Gbbal Research Estirates 

CPN 

$7,319 

7,911 

(148) 

35 

(953) 

0 

95 

0 

0 

50 

$14,310 

$1,857 

198 

$2,055 
35 

0 

$2,090 

6.8x 

CPN 

$7,419 

8,055 

(148) 

35 

(953) 

0 

95 

0 

0 

10 

$14:;:513 

$1,739 

198 

$1,937 
7 

0 

$1,943 

7.5x 

NRG GEN 

$5,096 $3,100 

7,013 2,237 

(147) (1,045) 

248 

(320) 

396 1,061 

812 

(150) 

$12,457 $5,344:1 

$2,027 $1,166 

130 

$2,027 suss I 
(39) (98) 

0 3 

$1,989 $1,195 

s:3x 4:9xj 

NRG GEN 

$5,105 $3,138 

7,158 2,585 

(147) (1,045) 

248 

(320) 

396 1,061 

812 

(150) 

$1;2,609 $6,2321 

$1,905 $985 

130 

$1,905 s"lt,ns) 
(43) (111) 

0 P8l 
$1,862 $986 

s:ax s:3xl 
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Table 20: BofAIIIL EPS Estimates versus Consensus 

Nare Ticker Price PO 
Ameren .AEE $29.35 $30 
Constellation CEG 38.94 NIA 
Dominion D 49.78 51 
Edison International EIX 39.23 43 
Entergy ElR 68.31 69 
Exelon EXC 43.70 48 
FirstEnergy FE 44.36 52 
NextEra Energy NEE 57.46 61 
PPLCorp PPL 28.01 31 
PSEGCorp PEG 32.81 39 

Source: BofAMenill LyrchGicbal Research, FilS! Call 

B-2-7 
.fj.. 

B-2-7 
B-1-7 
8-3-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 
B-1-7 

Table 21: BofAIIIL EBilDA Estimates versus Consensus 

Nare Ticker Price PO 
Calpine CPN $16.19 $20 
GenOl GEN 4.01 5 
NR:GEnergy NR:G 24.75 31 
Source: BofAMenill LyrchGicbal Research, Bkxrrberg 

Note: GEN EBITI:l'\ estirrates ire We add ba:k of $130\A of ease expense 

Our estimates are on average 4% above 

market in 2013 and 5% above market in 

2014. Our mtm estimates are 4% above 

consensus in 2013 and 10% above 

consensus in 2014. 

C-1-9 
C-1-9 
B-1-9 

Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

vs. sensus 
As shown in Tables 20-21 below, our new estimates are materially above 

consensus in 2013 and 2014. 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

BofAI\/L Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons 
$2.35 $2.33 $2.40 $2.21 $2.08 $1.90 $2.39 $2.00 

3.13 3.20 2.49 2.47 3.00 3.01 3.37 3.27 
3.10 3.14 3.36 3.25 3.62 3.45 3.83 3.56 
2.79 2.76 2.87 2.65 2.85 2.75 3.58 2.84 
6.50 6.59 6.07 6.11 6.19 5.95 6.99 6.57 
4.16 4.07 3.08 3.01 3.16 2.89 3.54 2.63 
3.38 3.30 3.44 3.32 3.60 3.25 4.57 3.85 
4.47 4.48 4.75 4.74 4.94 5.02 5.31 5.43 
2.58 2.60 2.60 2.47 2.69 2.41 2.93 2.52 
2.64 2.65 2.68 2.51 3.09 2.89 3.31 3.07 

We are also above consensus for the I PPs. 

2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E 

BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAIVL Cons BofAI\/L Cons 
$1,704 $1,704 $1,617 $1,676 $1,941 $1,927 $2,079 $2,000 

527 571 616 535 1,062 759 1,166 983 
1,922 1,959 1,935 1,861 1,917 1,809 2,027 1,582 

m vs. m 
Although we have raised estimates for our generation universe based on a higher 

price deck, our estimates are only slightly above our mark to market estimates, which 

utilize current forward prices rather than our price deck. Our estimates are on average 

4% above market in 2013 and 5% above market in 2014. Our mark to market 

estimates are 4% above consensus in 2013 and 1 0% above consensus in 2014. 

Our mark-to-market analysis continues to highlight cases of near-term downside 

in 2012 earnings giving way to longer-term upside due to combination of hedge 

roll-offs and rising power prices. 

Our mark to market estimates are shown in Tables 22-23 below. 
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Table 22: BofAIIIL EPS Estimates versus MTM estimates for Diversified Utilities 

2011E 2012E 
Nane Ticker Price PO BofAIVL MTM BofAIVL 

Ameren AEE $29.35 $30 B-2-7 $2.35 $2.36 $2.40 
Constellation CEG 38.94 NIA -6- 3.13 3.23 2.49 
Dominion D 49.78 51 B-2-7 3.10 3.15 3.36 
Edison International EIX 39.23 43 B-1-7 2.79 2.90 2.87 
Entergy ElR 68.31 69 B-3-7 6.50 6.54 6.07 
Exelon EXC 43.70 48 B-1-7 4.16 4.17 3.08 
FirstEnergy FE 44.36 52 B-1-7 3.38 3.32 3.44 
NextEra Energy NEE 57.46 61 B-1-7 4.47 4.57 4.75 
PPLCorp PPL 28.01 31 B-1-7 2.58 2.60 2.60 
PSEGCorp PEG 32.81 39 B-1-7 2.64 2.77 2.68 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

2011E 2012E 
Nane Ticker Price PO BofAIVL MTM BofAIVL 

Calpine CPN $16.19 $20 C-1-9 $1,704 $1,774 $1,617 
Gen01 GEN 4.01 5 C-1-9 657 704 746 
NRGEnergy NRG 24.75 31 B-1-9 1,922 1,962 1,935 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 

Note: GEN EBITI:l'\ estirrates irck.Jde add ba:k of $130\A of ease expense. 
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2013E 2014E 
MTM BofAIVL MTM BofAIVL MTM 
$2.38 $2.08 $2.00 $2.39 $2.31 
2.43 3.00 2.70 3.37 2.92 
3.32 3.62 3.53 3.83 3.73 
2.89 2.85 2.75 3.58 3.43 
6.03 6.19 6.00 6.99 6.72 
3.06 3.16 3.00 3.54 3.32 
3.33 3.60 3.41 4.57 4.41 
4.76 4.94 4.91 5.31 5.29 
2.58 2.69 2.55 2.93 2.72 
2.62 3.09 2.94 3.31 3.13 

2013E 2014E 
MTM BofAIVL MTM BofAIVL MTM 

$1,570 $1,941 $1,822 $2,079 $1,961 
712 1,192 1,069 1,296 1,115 

1,902 1,917 1,810 2,f1Zl 1,905 
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In the following Tables we highlight our current published commodity and power assumptions and compare them to weekly market prices. Please note the market -< l"'"l;o 

N ~3 
prices are as of 7/14/2011. ~ .. .. =- ::::! • ., .. 
Table24: Table25: Table 26: Market 7x24 versus BofJWL 7x24 ~ 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2011 2012 2013 2014 
PJMII'{est .... $41.79 $51.50 $5~:17 .pJMWest $~.9.6 $46.82 $49.11 $52,!)0 .. : PJMWest ...... 7. •. 0"/o (4.6gA>) {4.9%) ... (4;.3~) 
PJM East $46.93 $56.08 $59.27 PJM East $49.97 $51.83 $54.12 $57.51 PJM East 6.1% (2.6%) (3.6%) (3.1%) 
IIII:POOL .. $48,3"4 $54.48: $513:66 NEPoOL $4a,o!3 $5!131 $51.~ $$4.(')5 NEPOOL. (Cl:ti"lo} {5.5%) (5.3"/o) (4.8%} 
NY Zone A $35.40 $43.49 $46.41 NY Zone A $38.43 $39.88 $41.53 $44.59 NY Zone A 7.9% (2.9%) (4.7%) (4.1%) 
NYZOne G $4;8:51 $57.75 $6£Ll!1' N'(ZOneG $~1;a1. $53.34: $55.57 $"58.64, NYZOneG iUl% (3.5"4>) (3.9'Yo) (<U1%} 
NY Zone J $55.16 $63.61 $67.24 NY Zone J $55.33 $58.12 $60.88 $64.33 NY Zone J 0.3% (4.1%) (4.5%) (4.5%) 
f\!IHub $"$0.1'( $37:48 $4M7 NIHub $32.78 ...• .$~~02 $38.93 NIHub 6.1"/o (1:2"/o} (4.3%} (3.7%) 
Cinergy $32.23 $36.00 $39.35 $42.59 Cinergy $34.29 $35.42 $37.79 $41.48 Cinergy 6.0% (1.6%) (4.1%) (2.7%) 
ERCOT(Houston} .. $37.44 $41..0? $47:09 $50.97 .. ERC'OT{Houston) $37,73 $39.51 .,$43.7"!1 $48.19 ER'COT(Houston) 0.8% (7:5"/o) (5:8o/o) 

"· 
ERCOT(South) $34.72 $38.65 $42.38 $45.36 ERCOT(South) $37.09 $37.85 $40.89 $44.06 ERCOT(South) 6.4% (2.1%) (3.7%) (2.9%) 
ERCQt(Nortb) $36.12 $39.78 $13,19 $46:870 ERCQT(North.) $37:26 $39:4,9 .. $43.30 $46.83 ERCOT (North) .. 2.9% {Q.7°/o) (1.1o/.ij {tl.1"1o} 
ERCOT (West) $28.16 $32.19 $36.58 $39.62 ERCOT (West) $30.61 $31.96 $35.61 $38.73 ERCOT (West) 8.0% (0.7%) (2.7%) (2.3%) 

1'4No $3Sh80 ..... $41.15 $4;8".3? 0 $52.05 r.nqg $30.95 $38.74 $47.3:1 $52.18 NP-15 ..... (28.6%} (6.2%) .(2.1%) 0.2"Al 
SP-15 $39.96 $41.69 $49.63 $52.97 SP-15 $32.64 $39.33 $48.76 $53.12 SP-15 (22.4%) (6.0%) (1.8%) 0.3% 
Mid:c $32.71 $35.62 $40:12 $43.74 Mid-G '$~!5.~0 $34.32 $3!l/'3 $.4;4-19 Mid-c (21.0"/u) . ~4.4%) ····· (3.6%) 1.0% 
Enrergy $32.31 $35.30 $37.97 $40.72 Enrergy $31.17 $34.30 $37.06 $39.37 Enrergy (3.7%) (2.9%) (2.4%) (3.4%) !::!:! 
AJ!Hub $37.19 .. $12.44 $45.74 $49.1!> /MDHUij $36".70 "$4~.52 $44.13 .•... lt<f8;o7 AID Hlil:t. {1.3%) (2:2%} (2,2%) 

CD 

Nymex Gas $5.00 $5.00 $5.25 $5.50 NymexGas $4.33 $4.82 $5.19 $5.47 NymexGas (15.5%) (3.7%) (1.3%) (0.5%) 
g 

CAPPCoat $76:00 $81,24 $.85J35 $89.48 ... 
C) 

CAPP¢oat $65.00 $8tl00 .. $80:00 $80'.00 CAPPCoal 14-.5% 1.5"Ar 6:6% 10.6%. s 
Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research, pticesasof711413J11 Source: BofA M=nill Lyrch Glcbal Research, ptices as of711413J11 Sou~re: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research, pncesasof711413J11 ;:::;: 

CD 
(/) 

OJ 
::J 
c. 
0 

Table'Z/: Table28: Table 29: Market oo-peak versus BofJWL oo-peak 0 
3 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
"0 
m. 

PJMWest $49}'8 $5@;45 $63,2:1! PiiM:West $53.60 $54.65 $57.05 $00:25 PJMVI!est 7,1% {3.4~) {4.2%} ····· (4.9%) 
;:::;: 

PJM East $55.55 $65.54 $69.27 PJM East $60.04 $61.09 $63.49 $66.69 PJM East 7.5% (1.7%) (3.2%) (3.9%) < 
CD 

NEPOOL $54:6'3 $6'1:56 $64.03 ... Nl;POOL,. '$55;29 $57:05 $58.60 $61.00 NEPOOL 1:21Vo (5.2%) (5:1%) {5.0%) "0 
"· 0 

NY Zone A $41.11 $48.13 $51.35 NY Zone A $42.70 $44.45 $46.10 $49.00 NY Zone A 3.7% (3.3%) (4.4%) (4.8%) :;;: 
NY ZOne·~ $56:35 $66.Z5 $1>9.88 NYZont;t.~ $5!1:99 $61.90 $6<t50 $68:0:0 NY zOne ,G 1>.1% (3Sl%) (2.7%) •.... {2.8~} ~ 

NY Zone J $66.13 $76.25 $80.60 NY Zone J $67.30 $69.40 $72.75 $76.50 NY Zone J 1.7% (4.5%) (4.8%) (5.4%) 
NIHub $38.89. $4EU1 $49c.&7 NIHub $.41.3"3 $,4;2~10 $44.45 $47.75: NIHub 5.9% {3:7"(l>) (4.0%)' 
Cinergy $39.39 $47.17 $51.06 Cinergy $41.85 $42.35 $45.25 $49.50 Cinergy 5.9% (2.6%) (4.2%) (3.2%) 

ER(tOT(Holiston} $45.17 $55,73 '$60.32. ERCO.t(H~us~) $4M4 .$46J)5 '$5"1.98 $57.44 ERCOT (Houston} 1:9% {4.2%) "£7~2%). {5.f)%} 

ERCOT(South) $42.72 $45.17 $49.54 $53.02 ERCOT (South) $44.86 $44.36 $47.83 $52.24 ERCOT (South) 4.8% (1.8%) (3.6%) (1.5%) 

ERCQT(Nortl;tf $42.75 $46.79 $51:5p; $S5.13 ERC~T (North) $46.06 $46.46 $51.07 $5!i66 ERCOT (North} 7:2% {0.8%} 1.0% 

ERCOT (West! $36.58 $41.80 $47.50 $51.45 ERCOT (West) $42.23 $41.71 $45.52 $49.87 ERCOT (West) 13.4% (4.3%) (3.2%) 

.. NP;:15 $45.39 $46,g2 $5~.11 $59.36 .. I\IP·15 $38:50 $44.10 $54.25., $58:95 1'4P-15 (1.6%) (0":1%) 

SP-15 $45.57 $48.02 $57.17 $61.02 SP-15 $39.68 $45.35 $57.00 $61.45 SP-15 (14.8%) (0.3%) 0.7% 

Mid~C $36.81 $40.85 $45:75 $49.~8 Mi'd;;c ····· $~1.75 ~38.8i) .$44.00 $49:2q Mld·C (15.9:%) (<tO%) .(1.4'l;b) 

Enrergy $38.00 $41.00 $44.10 $47.30 Enlergy $38.01 $40.05 $42.60 $45.25 Enrergy (3.5%) (4.5%) 

AII1Hub $42.93 $48~99 \ $52A1 $5e;ss0 AID HUb $41:39 $47,15 $?0.00 $54:0'0; All1 HUb (4:9%;) (4,3%} 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research, pticesasof711413J11 Source: BofA M=nill Lyrch Glcbal Research, prices as of711413J11 Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research, pncesasof711413J11 
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Table30: 

Ncme 
Alliant Energy 
American Electric 
CMSEnergy 
CenterPoint Energy 
Consolidated Edison 
DTEEnergy 
Duke Energy 
Hawaiian Electric 
Northeast utilities 
NSTAR 
IWEnergy 
PG&E 
Pinnacle West 
Portland General 
Progress Energy 
SCANA 
Southern Company 
TECOEnergy 
UIL Holdings 
Westar Energy 
\Msoonsin Energy 
Xcel Energy 

Averw,Je 

Ticker 
I.NT 
AEP 
CMS 
CNP 
ED 
DTE 
lJJK 
HE 
NU 
NST 
IWE 
PCG 
Pl\W\1 
PCR 
PG\1 
SCG 
so 
TE 
UIL 
VIR 
\flEe 
XEL 

Source: BofAM=rrill LyrchGicbal Research 
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Price 
$40.98 $4,546 
37.71 18,168 
19.93 5,029 
20.26 8,619 
53.58 15,676 
51.23 8,676 
18.95 25,229 
24.71 2,355 
35.34 6,247 
45.94 4,759 
15.27 3,601 
42.76 17,016 
44.39 4,839 
25.63 1,931 
47.90 14,108 
40.54 5,206 
40.58 34,457 
19.25 4,138 
33.29 1,682 
26.66 3,031 
31.74 7,419 
24.54 12,348 

Electric Utilities and Competitive Power 

com 
Below please see our regulated comps. 

PIE Div Div 
2011E 2012E 2013E 2014E Yield Growth Ratio Ratio 

14.4x 14.1x 13.1x 12.7x 4.1% 4.4'/0 62% 1.6x 53% 
12.1x 12.0x 11.6x 10.9x 4.9'/o 3.0'/o 61% 1.3x 43'/o 
13.8x 13.1x 12.3x 11.6x 4.2'/o 4.0'/o 62% Ux 29'/o 
18.5x 16.0x 15.2x 14.6x 3.9'/o 1.3'/o 74% 2.6x 2B'Io 
15.1x 14.6x 14.3x 13.9x 4.B'!O O.a'/0 70'/o 1.4x 51% 
14.2x 13.5x 12.8x 12.2x 4.6% 5.0'/o 65% 1.3x 4B'!o 
14.0x 13.4x 13.1x 12.2x 5.3'10 2.0'/o 69'10 1.1x SB'/0 
16.5x 14.1x 12.9x 11.8x 5.0'/o 0.0'/o 102'/o 1.6x 4ff'/o 
15.2x 14.5x 13.3x 12.2x 3.1% 6.a'/O 51% 1.6x 43'/o 
17.0x 16.4x 15.8x NA 3.7% 5.9'/o 66% 2.5x 42'/o 
15.7x 12.3x 11.7x 10.9x 3.1% ?.fflo 50'/o 1.1x 39'/0 
12.0x 11.8x 11.9x 11.3x 4.3'/o 2.6'/o 53'/o 1.5x 46'/o 
14.3x 12.9x 12.7x 12.6x 4.7% 3.3'/0 W/0 1.3x 51% 
12.8x 13.6x 12.7x 12.9x 4.1% 1.9'/o 64% 1.2x 47% 
152x 14.7x 14.1x NA 5.2% O.B'/0 82'10 1Ax 44'/o 
13.2x 12.8x 12.1x 11.3x 4.a'/o 2.1% 65% 1.4x 43'/o 
16.0x 15.1x 14.2x 13.4x 4.7% 4.0'10 80'10 2.1x 4B'!O 
14.3x 12.5x 12.4x 13.0x 4.5% 2.4% 67% 1.9x 40'/o 
16.7x 15.7x 14.9x 14.4x 5.2'10 0.0'10 Bff'!o 1.5x 57% 
15.3x 13.1x 12.3x 12.0x 4.a'/o 3.1% 70'/o 1.3x 44% 
15.3x 14.1x 13.6x 13.1x 3.3% 10.9% 54% 1.9x 43'/o 
14.4x 13.6x 12.8x 12.2x 4.2'/o 2.9'/o 64% 1.5x 46'/o 

14.8x 13.8x 13.2x 12.5x 4.4% 3.3% 68% 1.6x 45% 
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Ameren has recently suffered through severe regulatory lag at its utility segment 
and falling power prices and higher costs at its merchant segment Lately, the 
utility segment has improved earned returns. We expect it will continue to make 
progress toward closing the gap between earned and allowed returns. With 
stricter environmental compliance standards looming, the heavily coal-fired 
merchant plant segment faces difficulty in the near-term but is highly levered to 
improvement in power prices. 

CPN is differentiated from other generation companies by its modern, efficient 
and largely natural-gas fired fleet We like CPN's asset position and see potential 
for longer-term upside, particularly as environmental regulations continue to 
become more stringent In addition, we believe CPN's large and low-cost gas
fired generation position in TX is poised to benefit from a sooner than expected 
recovery in demand/supply. We rate CPN as a Buy. 

We like the fundamental growth story of Dominion, particularly its regulated 
segments, such as the regulated utility VEPCO, Dominion Transmission, and 
Dominion Cove Point VEPCO earns premier ROEs and has a robust ratebase 
growth profile. D also has a large merchant generation business, with the largest 
generation fleet in New England. D trades at a premium to its diversified and 
regulated peers. While we believe the premium is deserved, the current share 
price fully reflects this value. 

Entergy continues to face the same challenges as many of its diversified peers 
including declining EBITDA and earnings due to weak commodity prices. ETR 
also faces relicensing risk at Vermont Yankee and Indian Point That said, we like 
ETR's clean generation story and free cash flow profile. 

We rate EXC as a Buy. As the US' largest nuclear generator EXC offers investors 
outsized leverage to a recovery in power prices as well as an attractive dividend 
yield. Besides the sheer size of EXC's 17,000+ MW nuclear generation fleet we 
believe the location of the majority of this capacity in the largely coal driven 
markets uniquely positions EXC to benefit from rising off-peak power prices once 
more stringent emission regulations go into place in 2012. 

FE has completed the transition of its generation to market as well as the merger 
with Allegheny, and is now focused on optimizing its generation sales mix through 
wholesale and retail sales. FE remains one of the companies most levered to the 
power market, and the company should benefit from rising power and capacity 
prices over the next several years. 

We see several favorable aspects to the N RG story that differentiate it relative to 
its peers. NRG offers investors exposure to an integrated retail/wholesale 
generation strategy, well positioned baseload generation assets in Texas, 
attractive growth opportunities and a commitment to return capital to 
shareholders. We believe NRG will benefit from a sooner than expected power 
market recovery and may be poised to meaningfully increase its share 
repurchase program and rate the company as a Buy. 
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We like the fundamental ratebase story of POR, but believe it has some unique 
risks. Risk issues include: 1) Power cost adjustment mechanism has a wide 
bandwidth and 2) Sales decoupling does not offer protection from weather or 
industrial sales. We believe thse factors cause earnings volatility and a discount 
valuation for POR is warranted. 

We rate PPL as a Buy. We like PPL's quality generation portfolio, growing 
regulated earnings mix and attractive dividend yield. The company's merchant 
generation assets are well positioned for more stringent environmental 
regulations. We see the company's newly acquired utility businesses based in the 
U.K and in Kentucky as provided an additional stable source of earnings as 
power markets recover. 

31. 
WEC operates a solid utility in a constructive regulatory environment It recently 
completed a large generation expansion program being built under a low-risk 
regulatory agreement New wind generation, environmental spending, and use of 
free cash will drive earnings growth through 2015. However, much of these 
opportunities appear priced into the stock at current levels. 

s 

Our $41 price objective uses group-average 13x multiples on 2013 earnings from 
IP&L and WP&L Including parent losses, utility EPS of $2.68 would be worth 
$35/share. We use a premium 15x multiple on 2013E ATC earnings of $0.23 due 
to the stability of FERC regulation and solid rate base growth opportunities. This 
is in line with the multiples we use for other transmission assets. Finally, as the 
earnings stream from Resources is difficult to forecast, we use a 11 x multiple on 
2013E EPS of $0.22. This totals to a value of $41/sh. Risks to our price 
objective are regulatory outcomes, the potential for additional equity, and 
management execution. 

Our price objective is based on i) an average utility multiple of 13x our 2013E of 
utility earnings, net parent drag, of $2.23/share and ii) a transmission multiple of 
15x our 2013E of $0.05/share for ATX earnings. We estimate the regulated 
segment is worth $30/share. We estimate the merchant segment does not add 
value, but it is highly levered to power prices. Therefore, our price objective is 
$30/share. The upside /downside risks to our price objective are the utilities 
earning/not earning their allowed returns and a strong/weak recovery of 
Midwestern power and capacity prices. 

Our $41 price objective is based on a sum-of-parts valuation. For all of the 
utilities outside of Ohio we use group-average regulated utility earnings multiples 
of 13x 2012 estimated earnings. For the Ohio utilities, due to the uncertainties 
over the next rate plan and the interconnection agreement, we use a discounted 
12.5x multiple on 2012 estimated earnings. For the growing transmission 
business we use a 15x earnings multiple, consistent with the premium valuation 
of transmission-focused businesses. We value the River, Texas generation and 
marketing, and modest parent drag at 9x 2012 estimated EBITDA Finally, we 
subtract net parent debt to come to an overall value of $41. Downside risks are 
Ohio rate uncertainty, power pool restructuring, and off-system sales volatility. 
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Our $20 price objective is based on our sum-of-the-parts-valuation, which uses 
an 8.75x EBITDA multiple to our adjusted 2013 EBITDA estimate. Our 8.75x 
adjusted EBITDA multiple represents a slight premium (0.25x) to CPN's 
generation leveraged peers. We believe this premium is warranted given CPN's 
generation assets longer-usefullives relative to its coal and nuclear generator 
competitors and the likelihood CPN's assets will generate more volumes than we 
currently forecast Our EBITDA estimate used in our sum of-the-parts valuation 
adjusts for our estimate for CPN's in-the-money hedges and future capacity 
payments. Our valuation treats the NPV of the company's remaining NOL 
balance as an offset to net debt In addition, our valuation accounts for the FY 
contribution of the company's Russell City power project currently under 
construction. 
Downside risks to our price objective are CPN's exposure to volatile natural gas 
and power prices, a delay in implementation of proposed environmental 
regulations, declines in capacity prices, growing renewable generating capacity in 
California and expiration of favorable power supply contracts or tolling 
agreements. In addition, we note although included in our valuation and diluted 
share count estimate the release of 44 million shares to prior creditors of Calpine 
could present a technical overhang on CPN shares. 

Our PO on CNP is $21. Our valuation assumes an average P/E of 13x for CEHE 
(in-line with the average multiple for regulated utility companies) and a weighted 
average 8.4x EBITDA multiple to the other segments. Our sum of parts valuation 
includes $1.28 in cash from the True-Up decision, or about $3/share. Upside 
risks: higher commodity prices, faster-than expected economic recovery, 
increased drilling. Downside risks: slower-than-expected economic recovery, lack 
of incremental Field Services growth projects. 

Our price objective of $21 assumes an average regulated multiple P/E of 13x 
2013 utility and parent earnings estimate. We apply a 13x multiple to 2013 
earnings in-line with the regulated peer group. We also value CMS post 2013 
NOLs at about $1/share. Risks to our price objective are: 1) the parent balance 
sheet is more levered than peers, 2) Michigan regulation needs to stay balanced. 

In our view, ED shares deserve a valuation in line with other large regulated 
utilities due to its current three-year rate plan and the company's low risk profile. 
However, there is potential for lower allowed returns on equity starting in 2013, 
meaning ED should not trade at premium to other high-quality large regulated 
utilities. Our price objective of $53 is based on 14x our 2013E of $3. 76/share. 

The upside risks are the utility earning above its allowed ROE in 2013 and higher 
earnings growth at the competitive businesses. The downside risk to our price 
objective is the utility not earning its allowed ROE under its current rate plan. 

We have removed the investment opinion on the company's stock. Investors 
should no longer rely on our previous opinions or price objectives. 
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Our price objective is $51. We apply a premium 14x multiple (versus group 
average of 13x) to 2013E earnings (versus a peer average multiple of 13x) due to 
strong regulatory environment and quality growth pipeline. Downside risks: 
change in regulatory environment in Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, lower than 
projected commodity prices. Upside risks: power market recovery, lower than 
expected coal prices, better than expected generation operational performance. 

Our price objective is $50. We apply a 13x multiple to our 2013 EPS estimate for 
Detroit Edison and MichCon, in-line with the average multiple for regulated utility 
companies. We assume an average valuation as we believe the benefit of 
constructive Michigan regulation is offset by continued economic weakness. We apply 
a 14x multiple to the gas midstream business to reflect higher quality pipeline 
earnings. We use a 8x multiple to the P&l segment, a discount to the regulated utility 
earnings multiple to reflect its increased economic sensitivity and earnings volatility. 
We employ a 5x multiple to the energy trading business due to its inherent uncertainty 
and volatility. We also assume $290M of after-tax Barnett asset valuation in our SOP. 
Downside/upside risks are worse/better-than-expected outcomes at the rate cases, 
changes in the regulatory environment, and earnings volatility from trading. 

Our price objective is $19 based on a sum of parts valuation. We use a premium 
14x multiple on the utility operations, a one-turn premium to the group average, 
but the 14x multiple is more in line with the large cap utility average. For 
Commercial Power and International we use a 8.5x multiple on 2013 EBITDA, in 
line with our generation company target multiples. Risks to our price objective 
are a strong turnaround in the power markets or stronger than expected 
economic growth. Downside risks are more economic weakness, lower power 
prices, and regulatory risk. 

We have removed the investment opinion on the company's stock. Investors 
should no longer rely on our previous opinions or price objectives. 

Our EIX price objective is $43. We value SCE at $43/share, based on 12.5x 
2013E earnings, a discount to the regulated industry average multiple of 13x to 
account for rate case risk. We see zero equity value at EME at current power 
prices even before adding environmental capex at the coal plants. For EME, in 
our view, the company cannot be worth negative value to EIX, but we also see a 
slim chance of material positive value barring a dramatic power market recovery. 
The downside risk for EIX is an unforeseen negative turn in California regulation. 
On the upside, a strong power market recovery could cause EME to be worth 
more than we currently expect 

Our price objective for ETR is $69. We use an average utility multiple of 13x 
2013E utility earnings and 8.5x 2013E adjusted EBITDA for nuclear. Our nuclear 
EBITDA is adjusted for an assumed shut down of Vermont Yankee and a 33% 
probability of an Indian Point shut down. Our average utility multiple represents 
steady regulated growth and improving jurisdictions. Upside risks: 1) faster
thanexpected economic recovery, 2) faster-than-expected power price recovery, 
and 3) better-than-expected regulatory actions. Downside risks: 1) nuclear 
relicensing risk 2) weaker than expected commodity prices 3) regulatory risk in 
service territories. 
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Our $48 price objective is based on our sum-of-the-parts valuation, where we 
assume a 13x P/E multiple for our 2013 EPS estimates for EXC's regulated utility 
businesses. We value EXC's generation business in our sum-of-the-parts 
analysis using an 8.5x EBITDA multiple for our 2013 adjusted EBITDA estimate 
for the generation business, which adjusts for the company's in-the-money 
hedges and future capacity upside. Downside risks to our $48 EXC price 
objective are merger approval, operational and regulatory risks. EXC's 
generation fleet largely consists of nuclear power plants with their operations 
subject to strict regulatory oversight Any extended and unplanned outage at 
EXC's nuclear generation assets, either due to an operational issue or at the 
behest of government regulatory authorities, could pressure EXC shares. EXC's 
pending merger is subject to numerous regulatory approvals, which could also 
create the potential for negative headlines. 

Our $52 PO is based a sum of parts valuation. We value the utility operations at 
a regulated group average P/E multiple of 13x 2013E earnings, and the 
unregulated operations at 8.5x EBTIDA, in line with other generation companies. 
We adjust 2013 EBITDA to account for the significant increase in capacity prices 
starting in 2014, however. Downside risks are another downturn in commodity 
prices, narrowing retail margins and failure to meet cost efficiency targets. 
Upside risks are a rebound in commodity and capacity prices and a stronger than 
expected economic rebound. 

Our PO for GEN is $5. Our valuation is based on our 2013 sum-of-the-parts 
valuation which utilizes 8.5x EBITDA multiple for the company's generation 
businesses and 4.5x EBITDA multiple for trading and fuel optimization estimates. 
Our valuation adjusts for the company's in/( out) of the money hedges as well as 
excludes EBITDA from coal-plants we view as likely to be retired. Our valuation 
also includes N PV of potential future environmental capex and emissions costs 
as incremental debt Risks are: Failure to acheive targeted $150M in cost 
synergies, as well as a further deterioration of power market conditions (power 
prices and capacity prices) in the PJM where many of the company's larger coal
generation assets are located. Lower-than-expected capacity pricing in Califonria, 
which drives the majority of the company's margins. In addition, installation of 
advanced environmental controls at many of the company's coal-generation 
facilities are subject to potential delays and cost over-runs that could exceed our 
estimates. 

We value HE's utility based on an average regulated P/E of 13x 2013 utility 
earnings, net parent drag, of $1.22. The utility, net parent, is worth $16/share. 
We value the bank using a peer group P/E of 12x 2013E bank earnings of $0.69. 
The bank is worth $8/share. Thus, our price objective is $24. Risks to our price 
objective include the utilities fully earning their allowed returns by 2013. The 
other risks are higher/lower net interest margins, higher/lower non-interest 
expenses, and more/fewer write-offs or loan losses at ASB. 
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Our price objective is $61 /share. We value the utility at 13x 2013 estimated 
earnings and the nonrenewable generation operations at 8.5x - both averages for 
the group. We value the wind EBITDA at 10x reflecting the growth prospects, 
and add a net present value of renewable tax credits of $3.28 ($8 per share). 
Upside risks are a recovery in power prices and the extension of federal tax 
incentives for renewables. Downside risks are the upcoming rate case in 2012, 
power price deterioration and slowing renewable growth. 

Our $37 price objective is based on a premium multiple of 14x 2013E earnings of 
$2.66/share. This premium to the average utility multiple is in line with multiples 
for high-quality regulated companies in our space. Risks to our price objective 
are: (1) the merger with NSTAR is not approved and (2) either the New England 
East West Solutions (NEEWS) or Northern Pass transmission projects are 
meaningfully delayed or cancelled. Upside risks are the distribution segments 
earning above their allowed returns. 

Our $31 price objective is primarily based on our sum-of-the- parts valuation, 
which uses an 8.5x EBITDA multiple to our adjusted 2013 EBITDA estimate. Our 
EBITDA estimate used in our sum of-the-parts valuation adjusts downward for 
NRG's in the money hedges. Our valuation also adjusts for the impact of the 
company's remaining environmental spending needs as well as potential 
emission costs in Texas. Downside risks to our price objective are N RG's 
exposure to volatile capacity and commodity prices including rising PRB coal 
costs. In addition we believe that the company's retail margins could come under 
pressure as power prices recover. 

Our price objective for NST is based on a premium P/E multiple of 14x 2013E 
earnings of $2.66/share for the combined NST and Northeast Utilities (NU) 
company. This premium to the average utility multiple is in line with multiples for 
high-quality regulated companies in our space. Under the proposed merger, NST 
shareholders will get 1.312 NU shares for each NST share. We value NU at $37. 
Therefore, our NST price objective is $49. Risks to our price objective are: (1) the 
merger with NU is not approved and (2) uncertainty of potential regulatory 
decisions on NST AR's electric rate plans post 2012. 

We are using a modest discount P/E of 12.75x (versus group average multiple of 
13x) our 2013E EPS to arrive at our $17 P.O. The discounted P/E reflects 
regulatory risk and the weak economy overhang. Downside risks to our price 
objective are 1) longer-than-expected economic recession, 2) worse than 
expected outcomes in rate cases, 3) timing delays on construction projects 
exacerbating regulatory lag. Upside risks are improving NV economy, better-than
expected rate case outcome, growth projects. 

Our $48 price objective assumes a P/E of 13.25x 2013E earnings. This is a 
modest premium to the industry average of 13x as we expect likely upside to our 
estimates. Risks to our outlook are: 1) liability related to the San Bruno explosion, 
2) approval of the settlement in the 2011 general rate case and 3) Any 
unforeseen changes to California regulation. 
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Our price objective for PNW is $45. We value PNW utility and parent and other 
earnings at 12.75x 2013E, a slight discount to the average (13x) to account for 
regulatory risk in AZ. Upside risk is faster-than-expected economic recovery. 
Downside risk is a longer-than-expected economic recession and regulatory risk 
for Arizona. 

We arrive at our $25 price objective by applying a below average 12.5x multiple 
to 2013E earnings. We apply a discounted multiple to account for higher earnings 
volatility. Upside risks to our price objective are a faster-than-expected economic 
recovery and adjustments to the PCAM and SB 408 that reduces earnings 
volatility. Downside risks are: 1) a longer-than-expected economic recession, 2) 
continued power market risk under the PCAM, and 3) equity needs. 

We derive our $31 price objective utilizing our 2013 sum of the parts valuation 
analysis. We apply a 13x P/E multiple to our 2013 EPS estimates for PPL's 
domestic utility businesses consistent with the rest of our coverage universe. We 
apply a discounted P/E multiple of 12x to the company's U.K. utility businesses to 
account for the international and FX risk. We value the company's unregulated 
generation business by utilizing a 8.5x EV /EBITDA multiple to our 2013 estimated 
adjusted generation EBITDA, which adjusts for the company's in and out of the 
money hedges. Risks to our price objective are regulatory, political and foreign 
currency risks as well as exposure to volatile commodity and capacity prices. 

We have removed the investment opinion on the company's stock. Investors 
should no longer rely on our previous opinions or price objectives. 

We have a $39 price objective for PSEG. We value the utility operations at a 
group-average 13x 2013E on earnings and PSEG Power and Energy Holdings at 
a group-average 8.5x adjusted EBITDA multiple. The utility has above-average 
growth opportunities through infrastructure investments in New Jersey as well as 
transmission projects. Despite a relatively challenging 2011 and 2012 for PSEG 
Power, the combination of rising power and capacity prices should drive a 
rebound in segment earnings starting in 2013. Risks to our price objective are 
further declines in power prices and declines in locational premiums for its 
generation. 

Our $40 price objective is based on a P/E of 12x 2013E earnings of $3.35. The 
P/E multiple is about an 8% discount to our regulated utility average due to the 
new nuclear concentration risk at the company. The upside risk to our price 
objective is a strong economic recovery, leading to higher sales at the utility 
business. 

We value SO at a premium to reflect its high quality history. Our price objective is 
$42 based on 14.5x 2013E utility earnings (a premium to the group to account for 
high quality) and 8.5x 2013E EBITDA at Southern Power. Risks are: 1) 
better/worse-than expected economic recovery. 2) better/worse-than expected 
regulatory risk. 3) execution risk for Vogtle nuclear plant and Ratcliffe IGCC plant 
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Our $18.50 price objective is based on a sum-of-parts valuation. We use a 13x 
multiple on 2013 electric and gas earnings of $1.1 0, in line with group average. For 
Guatemala, we use an 11 x multiple on earnings of $0.11 -a discount given the 
international exposure and difficulty in bringing the cash flow into the US. For TECO 
Coal, we use a 6x multiple on 2012 EBITDA of $182M - the high end of the range of 
where Central Appalachian coal companies trade. We then subtract unallocated 
parent debt and add the NPV of NOLs (about $225M in 2013) to come to an overall 
value of $18.50/sh. Risks to the upside and downside are volatility of coal earnings 
over the next few years as well as state economic conditions. 

UIL 
Our $33/sh price objective is based on an average multiple of 13x our 2013E 
distribution and generation earnings, net parent drag, of $1.54, plus a multiple of 
15x our 2013E transmission earnings of $0.69. On top of the utility value of $30/sh, 
UIL will receive future tax savings valued at about $3/sh related to its acquisition of 
three gas LDCs. The upside risk to our price objective is the electric and gas 
distribution segments meaningfully earning above their allowed ROEs. 

Our $29 price objective is based on an average regulated multiple of 13x our 
2013E distribution and generation earnings of $1. 70, plus a multiple of 15x our 
2013E transmission earnings of $0.46. The risks to our price objective are 
unfavorable rulings in future rate cases and significant delays or cancellations of 
major environmental and transmission projects. 

Our $33 price objective is based on current sector multiples and a clearer look on 
2013E earnings. We value WEC at 14x estimated 2013 earnings of $2.33, 
coming to a value of $33. This is a premium to the group average as the 
company will continue to have above-average rate base growth opportunities 
even after Power the Future. Moreover, the Power the Future earnings profile is 
embedded in the lease structure with a high ROE that cannot be changed by 
future regulatory action. Upside risks to our price objective are new rate base 
opportunities and increases in the free cash flow outlook. Downside risks are the 
current rate case in Wisconsin and the ability to find new rate base projects. 

We value the utilities at a premium P/E of 14x 2013E earnings of $1.92 to 
account for the quality ratebase growth and clean power investments. This results 
in our price objective of $26. Downside risks: changes in regulatory environments 
in operating states. Upside risks: a faster-than-expected economic recovery. 

ni ons 

for definitions of commonly used terms. 

a on 
We, Steve Fleishman, Alex Kania and Ameet L Thakkar, hereby certify that the 
views each of us has expressed in this research report accurately reflect each of 
our respective personal views about the subject securities and issuers. We also 
certify that no part of our respective compensation was, is, or will be, directly or 
indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or view expressed in this 
research report. 
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BofA Merrill Lynch is currently acting as financial advisor to MXEnergy 
Holdings Inc in connection with its proposed sale to Constellation Energy 
Group Inc, which was announced on May 12, 2011. 

The proposed transaction is subject to approval by shareholders of 
MXEnergy Holdings Inc. 

This research report is not intended to (1) provide voting advice, (2) serve 
as an endorsement of the proposed transaction, or (3) result in the 
procurement, withholding or revocation of a proxy. 
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cluster* 

*Ratings dispersions may vary from time to time where SofA rvlerrill Lynch Research believes it better reflects the investment prospects of stocks in a Coverage Cluster. 

JNCai/E RATN3S, indicators of potential cash dividends, are: 7- sareJhigter (dividend coosiderecl to be secure), 8- sanelloJ\er (dividend not coosiderecl 
to be secure) and 9- pays no cash dMdencl. Coverage Cluster is carprised of stocks covered by a sirgle analyst or t\1\0 or rrore analysts sharirg a canmn 
industry, sector, region or other dassification(s ). A stock's coverage duster is included in the most recent BofA rv'lerrill Lynch Canrent referencirg the stock. 

Price charts for the securities referenced in this research rep:xt are available at http:/ /pricecharts.ni.a:m, or caii1-800MERRILL to have them mailed. 
M.PF&S or one of its affiliates acts as a rrnrket rraker for the equity securities recanrended in the rep:xt: Alliant, Arer Elec Pc:Mer, Areren Corp., Calpine 

Corp., CenterPoint, av1S Energy, ConsJI EdiSJn, Constellation EG, [)arjnion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, EdiSJnlntl, Entergy, Exelon Corp., 
FirstEnergy Corp, <?enOl Energy, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG Energy, Inc., NSTAR, NV Energy, PG&E Corp., Pinnacle West, FDR, 
PPL Corp., Prq:Jress, Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southern Carp3ny, TECO Energy, UIL Holdings, Westar Energy, Wisconsin Energy, Xcel Energy. 

M.PF&S or an affiliate was a rranager of a public offerirg of securities of this carpany within the last 12 months: Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, av1S Energy, 
Constellation EG, DTE Energy, Edison Inti, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, NRG Energy, Inc., NSTAR, NV Energy, PPL Corp., UIL Holdirgs, Xcel Energy. 

The carpany is or was, within the last 12 months, an inveslrrent bankirg dient of M.PF&S and/or one or rrore of its affiliates: Alliant, Arer Elec Pc:Mer, 
Prreren Corp., Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, av1S Energy, ConsJI EdiSJn, Constellation EG, [)arjnion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, Edison Inti, 
Entergy, Exelon Corp., FirstEnergy Corp, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG Energy, Inc., NV Energy, PG&E Corp., Pinnacle West, PPL Corp., 
Prq:Jress, Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southern Carf:any, TECO Energy, UIL Holdirgs, Westar Energy, Wisconsin Energy, Xcel Energy. 

M.PF&S or an affiliate has received ~tion fran the carpany for non-investment bankirg services or products within the past 12 months: Alliant, Arer 
Elec Pc:Mer, Prreren Corp., Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, av1S Energy, ConsJI EdiSJn, Constellation EG, [)arjnion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, 
EdiSJnlntl, Entergy, Exelon Corp., FirstEnergy Corp, <?enOl Energy, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG Energy, Inc., NSTAR, NV Energy, 
PG&E Corp., Pinnacle West, FDR, PPL Corp., Prq:Jress, Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southern Carf:any, TECO Energy, UIL Holdirgs, Westar Energy, 
\1\Asconsin Energy, Xcel Energy. 

The carpany is or was, within the last 12 months, a non-securities business dient of M.PF&S and/or one or rrore of its affiliates: Alliant, Arer Elec Pc:Mer, 
Prreren Corp., Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, CI\!S Energy, ConsJI EdiSJn, Constellation EG, [)arjnion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, EdiSJnlntl, 
Entergy, Exelon Corp., FirstEnergy Corp, <?enOl Energy, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG Energy, Inc., NSTAR, NV Energy, PG&E Corp., 
Pinnacle West, PCR, PPL Corp., Prq:jress, Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southern Carf:any, TECO Energy, UIL 1-bldirgs, Westar Energy, V\lisconsin Energy, Xcel 
Energy. 

An officer, director or errployee of M.PF&S or one of its affiliates is an offiCer or director of this carpany: NST AR. 
M.PF&S or an affiliate has received ~tion for inveslrrent bankirg services fran this carpany within the past 12 months: Alliant, Arer Elec Pc:Mer, 

Prreren Corp., Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, CI\!S Energy, ConsJI EdiSJn, Constellation EG, [)arjnion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, Edison Inti, 
Entergy, Exelon Corp., FirstEnergy Corp, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG Energy, Inc., NV Energy, PG&E Corp., Pinnade West, PPL Corp., 
Prq:Jress, Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southern Carf:any, TECO Energy, UIL Holdirgs, Westar Energy, Wisconsin Energy, Xcel Energy. 

M.PF&S or an affiliate expects to receive or intends to seek ~tion for inveslrrent bankirg services fran this carpany or an affiliate of the carpany 
within the next three months: CenterPoint, av1S Energy, ConsJI EdiSJn, Constellation EG, [)arjnion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, Edison Inti, 
Entergy, Exelon Corp., FirstEnergy Corp, <?enOl Energy, Haivaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG Energy, Inc., NSTAR, NV Energy, PG&E Corp., 
Pinnade West, PPL Corp., Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southern Carf:any, TECO Energy, UIL Holdirgs, Westar Energy, Xcel Energy. 

M.PF&S tq:Jether with its affiliates t:eneficially CW1S one percent or rrore of the canmn stock of this carpany. If this rep:xt was issued on or after the 8th day 
of the month, it reflects the cwnership position on the last day of the previous month. Reports issued before the 8th day of a month reflect the cwnership position at 
the end of the second month prec:edirg the date of the rep:xt: Arer Elec Pc:Mer, Prreren Corp., av1S Energy, <?enOl Energy, V\lisconsin Energy, Xcel Energy. 
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M.PF&S or one of its affiliates is willirg to sell to, or buy fran, clients the anrron equity of the carpany on a princip3l basis: Alliant, Prrer Elec Poiver, Prreren 
Corp., Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, Ov1S 81ergy, Corm! Edison, Constellation EG, Daninion Resourc, DTE Energy, Duke Energy, Dynegy, EdiS)Illntl, 81tergy, 
Exelon Corp., FirstEnergy Corp, <?en0181ergy, Hawaiian Electric, NextEra Energy, Northeast Util, NRG 81ergy, Inc., NSTAR, NV &lergy, R3&E Corp., Pinnacle 
West, PCR, PPL Corp., Prq:jress, Public Service, SCANA Corp., Southem Carpany, TECD &lergy, UIL Holdings, Westar &lergy, Wscorsin 81ergy, Xcel Energy. 

The carpany is or was, within the last 12 months, a securities business client (non-investment bankirg) of MPF&S and/or one or rrore of its affiliates: Prreren 
Corp., Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, Ov1S &lergy, Consol EdiS)Il, Daninion Resourc, DTE &lergy, Duke Energy, Exelon Corp., FirstBlagy Corp, <?en0181ergy, 
Haivaiian Elecbic, NextEra &lergy, Northeast Util, NSTAR, NV &lergy, PPL Corp., SCANA Corp., Southern Carpany, UIL Holdings, \1\A:star Energy, Xcel&lergy. 

BofArv1errill Lynch Research personnel (includirg the analyst(s) responsible br this report) receive carpensation based upon, arorg other factors, the overall 
profitability of Bank of Prrerica Corporation, includirg profits derived fran investrrent bankirg revenues. 

M.PF&S is affiliated with an NYSE Designated 1\ilarket l\llaker (IJ\t1\ll) that specializes in one or rrore securities issued by the subject carpanies. This affiliated 
NYSE IJ\t1\ll makes a rrarket in, and rray maintain a lorg or short position in or re on the opposite side of orders executed on the Floor of the NYSE in connection 
with one or more of the securities issued by these carpanies: CenterPoint, Constellation EG, <?en0181ergy, NSTAR, R3&E Corp., FCR, \1\Asconsin 81ergy. 

er lmpo sc res 
M.PF&S or one of its affiliates has a significant financial interest in the fixed incare instrurents of the issuer. If this report was issued on or after the 8th day of 

a month, it reflects a signifiCant financial interest on the last day of the previous month. Reports issued rebre the 8th day of a month reflect a significant financial 
interest at the end of the second month precedirg the date of the report: Calpine Corp., CenterPoint, Ov1S &lergy, Constellation EG, Daninion Resourc, Dynegy, 
FirstEnergyCorp, <?enOl Energy, NRG Energy, Inc., NV 81ergy, R3&E Corp., Prq:Jress, SCANA Corp., Xcel Energy. 

OfflceiS of MLPF&S or one or more of its affiliates (other than research analysts) rray have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or in related 
investrrents. 

8ofA Merrill Lynch Global Research policies relating to conflicts of interest are described at http:/iiiiMMfml.cankrEclia/43347.pdf. 
''BofA Merrill Lynch" includes Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fermer & Snith Incorporated ('M.PF&S") and its affiliates. Investors should contact their BofA 

Merrill Lynch representative a Merrill Lynch Global V'kalth ManagEment financial adviser if they have questions concerning this report. 
lnfonnation relating to Non-US affiliates of 8ofA Merrill Lynch and Distribution of Affiliate Researt:h Reports: 
M.PF&S disbibutes, or rray in the fulure disbibute, research reports of the follaNirg non-US affiliates in the US (short name: legal name): Merrill Lynch 

(France): Merrill Lynch Capital Markets (France) SAS; Merrill Lynch (Frankfurt): Merrill Lynch International Bank Ltd., Frankfurt Branch; Merrill Lynch (South Africa): 
Merrill Lynch South Africa (Pty) Ltd.; Merrill Lynch (Milan): Merrill Lynch International Bank Lmted; MLI (UK): Merrill Lynch International; Merrill Lynch (llustralia): 
Merrill Lynch Equities (llustralia) Lmted; Merrill Lynch (Horg Korg): Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Lmted; Merrill Lynch (Sirgapore ): Merrill Lynch (Sirgapore) pte 
Ltd; Merrill Lynch (Canada): Merrill Lynch Canada Inc; Merrill Lynch (Mexioo): Merrill Lynch Mexico, SA. de OJ, Casa de Bolsa; Merrill Lynch (Argentina): Merrill 
Lynch Argentina SA.; Merrill Lynch (Jat:an): Merrill Lynch Jap3n Securities Co., Ltd.; Merrill Lynch (Seoul): Merrill Lynch International Incorporated (Seoul Branch); 
Merrill Lynch (Taiwan): Merrill Lynch Securities (Taiwan) Ltd.; DSP Merrill Lynch (India): DSP Merrill Lynch Lmted; Pf Merrill Lynch (Indonesia): Pf Merrill Lynch 
Indonesia; Merrill Lynch (Israel): Merrill Lynch Israel Lmted; Merrill Lynch (Russia): Merrill Lynch CIS Lmted, rv'osroN; Merrill Lynch (Turkey): Merrill Lynch Yatirinn 
Bankasi AS.; Merrill Lynch (Du!:ai): Merrill Lynch International, Du!:ai Branch; M.PF&S (ZOrich rep. office): M.PF&S Incorporated ZOrich representative office; 
Merrill Lynch (Sp3in): Merrill Lynch Capitall\ilarkets Esp3na, SASV; Merrill Lynch (Brazil): Bank of America Merrill Lynch Banco Mlltiplo SA 

This research report has reen approved br publication and is disbibuted in the United Kirgcfan to professional clients and eligible oounterp3rties (as each is 
defined in the rules of the Financial Services Authority) by Merrill Lynch International and Bane of America Securities Lmted (BASL), V'vhich are authorized and 
regulated by the Financial Services Authority and has reen approved br publication and is distributed in the United Kirgcfan to retail clients (as defined in the rules 
of the Financial Services Authority) by Merrill Lynch International Bank Lmted, London Branch, V'vhich is authorized by the Central Bank of Ireland and is subject to 
lmted regulation by the Financial Services Authority-details atout the extent of its regulation by the Financial Services Authority are available fran it on request; 
has reen oonsidered and distributed in Jap3n by Merrill Lynch Jap3n Securities Co., Ltd., a registered securities dealer under the Financiallnstrurents and 
Exchange /let in Jap3n; is distributed in Horg Korg by Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Lmted, V'vhich is regulated by the Horg Korg SFC and the Horg KOng Monetary 
Authority; is issued and distributed in Taiwan by Merrill Lynch Securities (Taiwan) Ltd.; is issued and disbibuted in India by DSP Merrill Lynch Lmted; and is issued 
and distributed in Sirgapore by Merrill Lynch International Bank Lmted (Merchant Bank) and Merrill Lynch (Sirgapore) pte Ltd. (Carpany Registration No.'s F 
00872E and 1986028830 respectively) and Bank of Prrerica Sirgapore Lmted (Merchant Bank). Merrill Lynch International Bank Lmted (Merchant Bank) and 
Merrill Lynch (Sirgapore) pte Ltd. are regulated by the Monetary Authority ofSirgapore. Merrill Lynch Equities (llustralia) United (IIBN 65 003 276 795), AFS 
License 235132 provides this report in llustralia in acoordance with section 911 B of the Corporations /let 2001 and neither it nor any of its affiliates involved in 
prep3rirg this research report is an Authorised DepJsit-Takirg Institution under the Bankirg /let 1959 nor regulated by the llustralian Prudential Regulation 
Authority. No approval is required br publication or disbibution of this report in Brazil. Merrill Lynch (Du!:ai) is authorized and regulated by the Du!:ai Financial 
Services Authority (DFSA.). Research reports prep3red and issued by Merrill Lynch (Dubai) are prep3red and issued in acoordance with the requirements of the 
DFSA. oonduct of business rules. 

Merrill Lynch (Frankfurt) distributes this report in Germany. Merrill Lynch (Frankfurt) is regulated by BaFin. 
This research report has reen prep3red and issued by M.PF&S and/or one or more of its non-US affiliates. MLPF&S is the distributor of this research report in 

the US and accepts full responsibility br research reports of its non-US affiliates disbibuted to MLPF&S clients in the US. Any US person receivirg this research 
report and wishirg to effect any transaction in any security discussed in the report should do s:> through M.PF&S and not such breign affiliates. 

Generallnveslment Related Disclosures: 
This research report provides general inforrration only. Neither the inforrration nor any opinion expressed oonstitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, 

to buy or sell any securities or other financial instrurent or any derivative related to such securities or instrurents (e.g., options, fulures, warrants, and contracts br 
differences). This report is not intended to provide ~I investrrent advice and it does not take into acoount the specific investrrent objectives, financial situation 
and the p3rticular needs of any specific person. Investors should seek financial advice regardirg the appropriateness of investirg in financial instrurents and 
iTplementirg investrrent strategies discussed or recanrended in this report and should understand that statements regardirg fulure prospects rray not re realized. 
Any decision to purchase or subscrire br securities in any offerirg rrust re based solely on existirg public inbrrnation on such security or the inforrration in the 
prospectus or other offerirg document issued in connection with such offerirg, and not on this report. 

Securities and other financial instrurents discussed in this report, or recarm-ended, offered or s:>ld by Merrill Lynch, are not insured by the Federal DepJsit 
Insurance Corporation and are not deposits or other obligations of any insured depository institution (indudirg, Bank of America, NA ). lnvestrrents in general and, 
derivatives, in p3rticular, involve numerous risks, includirg, arorg others, rrarket risk, oounterp3rty default risk and liquidity risk. No security, financial instrurent or 
derivative is suitable br all investors. In s:rre cases, securities and other financial instrumentsrray re difficult to value or sell and reliable inforrration a00ut the 
value or risks related to the security or financial instrurent rray re diffiCUlt to obtain. Investors should note that incare fran such securities and other financial 
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instruren1s, if any, rray fluctuate and that price or value of such securities and instrurents rray rise or fall and, in s:rre cases, investors rray lose their entire 
principal investrrent. Past perforrrance is not necessarily a guide to future perforrrance. Levels and basis for taxation rray change. 

This rep:xt rray contain a short-temn trading idea or rea:mrendation, which highligh1s a ~ific near-temn catalyst or event iTpacting the carpany or the 
rrnrket that is anticipated to have a short-term price iTpact on the equity securities of the carpany. Short-temn trading ideas and rea:mrendations are different 
fran and do not affect a stock's fi.Jndarental equity rating, which reflec1s toth a longer temn total retum exr;ectation and attractiveness for investrrent relative to 
other stocks vvithin i1s Coverage Cluster. Short-temn trading ideas and rea:mrendations rray be more or less r:ositive than a stock's fi.Jndarental equity rating. 

BofA l\llerrill Lynch is c.ware that the iTplerentation of the ideas expressed in this rep:xt rrny depend LipJ11 an investor's ability to "short" securities or other 
financial instruren1s and that such action rray be linited by regulations prohibiting or restricting "shortselling" in many jurisdictions. Investors are urged to seek 
advice regarding the applicability of such regulations prior to executing any short idea contained in this rep:xt. 

Foreign currency rates of exchange rray adversely affect the value, price or incare of any security or financial instrurent rrentioned in this rep:xt. Investors in 
such securities and instrurents, including ADRs, effectively assure currency risk. 

UK Readers: The protections provided by the UK regulatory reg ire, including the Financial Services Schare, do not apply in general to business coordinated 
by BofA l\llerrill Lynch entities located ou1side of the United Kingdcm BofA l\llerrill Lynch Global Research PJiicies relating to conflic1s of interest are described at 
http:/Aiwwv.ni.canhl:dia/43347.p:Jf. 

OffiCerS ofMLPF&S or one or more of i1s affiliates (other than research analys1s) rray have a financial interest in securities of the issuer(s) or in related 
investrren1s. 

M.PF&S or one of i1s affiliates is a regular issuer of traded financial instruren1s linked to securities that may have been recanrended in this rep:xt. MLPF&S or 
one of i1s affiliates rray, at any time, hold a trading r:osition (long or short) in the securities and financial instruren1s discussed in this rep:xt. 

BofA l\llerrill Lynch, through business uni1s other than BofA l\llerrill Lynch Global Research, rray have issued and rray in the future issue trading ideas or 
rea:mrendations that are inconsistent vvith, and reach different conclusions fran, the inforrrntion presented in this rep:)ft Such ideas or rea:mrendations reflect 
the different time flares, assurrptions, vieJVS and analytical methods of the rasons who prepared them, and BofA l\llerrill Lynch is under no obligation to ensure that 
such other trading ideas or rea:mrendations are brought to the attention of any recipient of this rep:xt. 

In the event that the recipient received this rep:xt pursuant to a contract between the recipient and M.PF&S for the provision of research services for a separate 
fee, and in connection thereNith MLPF&S rray be deemed to be acting as an investrrent adviser, such status relates, if at all, s:>lely to the person vvith whcm 
M.PF&S has contracted directly and does not extend beyond the delivery of this rep:xt (unless othervvise agreed SJ:€Cifically in writing by MLPF&S). M.PF&S is and 
continues to act s:>lely as a broker-dealer in connection vvith the execution of any transactions, including transactions in any securities rrentioned in this rep:xt. 

Copyright and Generallnfonnation regarding Research Reports: 
Copyright 2011 l\llerrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Slith Incorporated. All righ1s reserved. Qrethod, Qrethod 2.0, iqJrofile, iQtoolkit, iQAaks are service marks 

ofl\llerrill Lynch & Co., Inc. iQanalyticsB), iCbJstar®, iQ:latal::lase® are registered service rrnrks of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. This research rep:xt is prepared for the 
use ofBofA l\llerrill Lynch clien1s and rray not be redistributed, retransnitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or rrnnner, vvithout the express written 
consent of BofA l\llerrill Lynch. BofA l\llerrill Lynch Global Research repor1s are distributed sin .. lltaneously to internal and client ~ites and other portals by BofA 
l\llerrill Lynch and are not publicly-available rrnterials. kry unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. Receipt and review of this research rep:xt constitutes your 
agreerent not to redistribute, retransnit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion, or inforrrntion contained in this rep:xt (including any investrrent 
rea:mrendations, estirrntes or price targe1s) without first obtaining expressed pemission fran an authorized officer of BofA Merrill Lynch. 

Materials prepared by BofA l\llerrill Lynch Global Research personnel are based on public inforrrntion. Fac1s and vieJVS presented in this rrnterial have not been 
reviewed by, and may not reflect inforrrntion knaM'i to, professionals in other business areas ofBofA l\llerrill Lynch, including investrrent banking personneL BofA 
l\llerrill Lynch has established inforrrntion barriers between BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research and certain business groups. /ls a result, BofA Merrill Lynch does not 
disclose certain client relationships vvith, or ~tion received fran, such carpanies in research repor1s. To the extent this rep:xt discusses any legal 
proceeding or issues, it has not been prepared as nor is it intended to express any legal conclusion, opinion or advice. Investors should consult their CMIIllegal 
advisers as to issues of law relating to the subject rrntter of this rep:xt. BofA l\llerrill Lynch Global Research personnel's knoNiedge of legal proceedings in which any 
BofA l\llerrill Lynch entity and/or its directors, officers and arployees rray be plaintiffs, defendan1s, rodefendan1s or co-plaintiffs vvith or involving carpanies 
rrentioned in this rep:xt is based on public inforrrntion. Fac1s and vieJVS presented in this rrnterial that relate to any such proceedings have not been reviewed by, 
discussed vvith, and rray not reflect inforrrntion knCM/11 to, professionals in other business areas of BofA Merrill Lynch in connection vvith the legal proceedings or 
rrntters relevant to such proceedings. 

This rep:xt has been prepared independently of any issuer of securities rrentioned herein and not in connection with any prop:l5ed offering of securities or as 
agent of any issuer of any securities. None of M.PF&S, any of i1s affiliates or their research analys1s has any authority wha1soever to rrnke any representation or 
warranty on behalf of the issuer(s ). BofA l\llerrill Lynch Global Research policy prohibi1s research personnel fran disclosing a rea:mrendation, investrrent rating, or 
investrrent thesis for review by an issuer prior to the publication of a research rep:xt containing such rating, rea:mrendation or investrrent thesis. 

kry inforrrntion relating to the tax status of financial instruren1s discussed herein is not intended to provide tax advice or to be used by anyone to provide tax 
advice. Investors are urged to seek tax advice based on their particular circun;tances fran an independent tax professional. 

The inforrrntion herein (other than disclosure inforrrntion relating to BofA l\llerrill Lynch and i1s affiliates) was obtained fran various sources and \1\e do not 
guarantee i1s accuracy. This rep:xtrray contain links to third-party~ites. BofA l\llerrill Lynch is not responsible for the content of any third-party website or any 
linked content contained in a third-party~ite. Content contained on such third-party~ites is not part of this rep:xt and is not incorporated by reference into 
this rep:xt. The inclusion of a link in this rep:xt does not iTply any endorserent by or any affiliation vvith BofA l\llerrill Lynch. f!v:J:;ess to any third-party ~ite is at 
your CM/11 risk, and you should always review the temns and privacy PJiicies at third-partywebsites before sutnitting any personal inforrrntion to them BofA Merrill 
Lynch is not responsible for such temns and privacy PJiicies and expressly disclaiTs any liability for then 

Subject to the quiet period applicable under ICM!S of the various jurisdictions in which \1\e distribute research repor1s and other legal and BofA l\llerrill Lynch 
PJiicy-related restrictions on the publication of research repor1s, fi.Jndarrental equity repor1s are produced on a regular basis as necessary to keep the investrrent 
rea:mrendation current 

Certain ou1standing repor1s rray contain discussions and/or investrrent opinions relating to securities, financial instrurenls and/or issuers that are no longer 
current.!Wvays refer to the most recent research rep:xt relating to a carpany or issuer prior to making an investrrent decision. 

In s:rre cases, a carpany or issuer rray be classified as Restricted or rrny be Under Review or Extended Review. In each case, investors should consider any 
investrrent opinion relating to such carpany or issuer (or i1s security and/or financial instrurenls) to be suspended orwithdra\Ml and should not rely on the analyses 
and investrrent opinion(s) pertaining to such issuer (or i1s securities and/or financial instruren1s) nor should the analyses or opinion(s) be considered a solicitation of 
any kind. Sales rasons and financial advisors affiliated vvith M.PF&S or any of its affiliates rray not solicit purchases of securities or financial instruren1s that are 
Restricted or Under Review and rray only s:>licit securities under Extended Review in accordance vvith firm PJiicies. 

Neither BofA l\llerrill Lynch nor any offiCer or arployee of BofA l\llerrill Lynch accep1s any liability \1\hatscever for any direct, indirect or consequential darrnges or 
losses arising fran any use of this rep:xt or its conten1s. 
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